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Abstract approve

The concept of a Critical Path Scheduling Tableau is intro-

duced as an integrating tool for solving industrial engineering prob-

lerns involving the application of transitive graphs.

The Tableau is a cornbination of a precedence rnatrix and a

boundary tirne table which rnay be used to construct graphical repre-

sentations for critical path scheduling such as: an arrow network,

a bar chart, a tirne chart, and a manpower diagram. It can further

serve as means, without other graphical aid, to find all critical paths

of a project, to assist in allocating equipment, and to study the effect

of rnanpower leveling.

The dual network concept is developed and the construction of

a dual circuit for a time chart is described. Finally, it is shown

how a cornbination of a C.P.S. Tableau, tirne chart, and its dual

network rnay lead to the construction of the tirne-cost curve for the
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project. The optirnurn schedule can be found for least cost, and a

tirne chart rnay be provided for either an optirnurn or a given corrr-

pletion date.
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CRITICAL PATH SCHEDULING: TABLEAU METHOD

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Enginee ring Science

Engineering Science, in its essence, is the study of the trans-

forrnation and transrnission of energy.

The terrn ttenergyrt is used in its broadest sense, It includes

not only chernical, electrical, nuclear, therrnal, and other rnechani-

cal forrns of energy, but also such concepts as: rnaterials, inforrna-

tion, and hurnan energy, This practically includes everything which

rnay be considered as rrlimited resources. "

Even before Einstein advocated the theory that rnass itself is

energy, it was accepted that the transforrnation of rnaterials could

not occur without sorne forrn of energy being involved.

Sirnilarly, a forrn of inforrnation which can be transmitted

without energy is yet to be discovered. The very use of the word

and concept of rrentropyrrin inforrnation theory clearly indicates that

information is regarded as a form of energy (30, p. 301).

There is little need to point out that human energy is probably

the rnost primitive, prirnary, and essential forrn of energy that the

mankind learned to control.

The processes of transforrnation and transmission are the

means which rnankindhas invented to overcorne the restrictions
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caused by living in a four dirnensional wor1d. The advances rnade by

the physical sciences have succeeded in relieving rnuch of the three-

dirnensional constraints irnposed on hurnan beings. Unfortunately,

this is not the case when dealing with the fourth dirnension of our

World. Space (called variously, 'World Space, 4-D, Minkowski Space

, , . , (17, p. 188) ), narnely I'tirne. 
'r

Industrial Systern

An industry rnay be defined as an application of engineering

science for the benefit of society. At least in a capitalistic systern,

it has also an irnportant airn of rnaking a profit.

An industry deals with lirnited resources and utilizes the

knowledges gained through engineering science. The knowledge of

pure science does no good to an industlry unless there is a way of

utilizing it through engineering science.

The four-dirnensional phenornena studied in pure sciences do

not yet produce tangible results in the field of engineering science as

far as the control of tirne is concerned.

An industry rnust also rnake profit. Engineers are dedicated

prirnarily to their profession and are trained to airn at an objective

higher than merely rnaking financial profit. Every engineer is as-

sumed to be farniliar with the rrEngineersr Creed'r as established by

the National Society of Professional Engineers:



As a Professional Engineer, I deciicate myprofessional knowledge and skill to the
advancement and betterment of hurnan welfare.

An efficient control over the three elernents: rirnited re_

sources, time, and cost (Figure I _ l), is essential for a healthy in_

dustrial system. An engineer may be an expert in handring lirnited
resources but is helpless in controlling time and seldom claims to be

an expert in handling rnoney.

Fortunately, there is a science dearing prirnariry with each

one of these elernents which can be expressed as an orthogonal

system as shown in Figure r-r. cost and profit are the subjects

considered in economics, while the rnanagement science deals with
the optimum utilization of time.

However, the best utilization of one axis

system is hardly adequate unl.ess othetr axes, or

also taken into account.

deal with two -dirnensional problerns.

development of linear programrning is

econornic theory (10, p" 365_36?) and

of this orthogonal

dimensions, are

It -is well known that the

closely associated with that of

deals with problerns involving

Historically, thene have been several techniques created to

both COST and ql4ITED RESOURCES.

In general, there are a large nurnber of differentiterns (materials, labor, elc. ) which are to bedistributed in a variety of ways. There are a nurn-ber of constraints applied: for exarnple, sorne orall of the materials may be available in lirnited
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quantities or are tolerable only up to certain lirnits,
or sorne of thern rnay be parceled out only in integral
units. Under these constraints, sorne over-a11 rneas-
ure (such as cost or profit) is to be rnaximized or
minirnized ( I8, p. 37 91.

The correlation between the lirnited

subject of production planning and control.

resources and time is the

P ro grarnrning and P roduction

dirnensional studies of lirnited

and time. It is then

rernaining two -dirnen -

Production planning involves setting production levels
for several periods in the future and assigning general
responsibility to provide data for rnaking decisions on
the size and cornposition of the labor force, capital
equiprnent and plant additions, dnd planning inventory
leveIs

Production scheduling typically covers a rnuch shorter
tE " pffib th"" p""A"ction planning. production
schedules deterrnine how production required in the
next several days or weeks will be assigned to specific
departrnents, processes, rnachines,. and operators in
order to rneet real deadlines irnposed by sales depart-
rnent and desired inventory levels.

Production control involves the constant readjustment of
t1""" *rd "4"d"1." in the light of collected operating
facts (3, p. 3-41.

Withthe application of Linear

Planning it is possible to conduct two

resources and cost, and of lirnited resources

natural to expect a technique dealing with the

sion: time-cost. critical Path schedulingl o, cps for short,

such a technique.

1S

lForthe
PERT, etc....

time being, reade rs are asked
to be synonyrnous.

to consider CPS, CPM,
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critical Path Scheduling is a rrranagement control tool
for defining, integrating, and analyzing what rnust be

done to cornplete a project econornically and on tirne
(35, p. l).

Referring again to the orthogonal systern of Figure l-1, it is

obvious that each of these technigues is dealing with a projection of

what is really a three-dimensional vector.

Fortunately, efforts have been made to expand CPS to include

lirnited resources. The rnanpower leveling, equiprnent allocation,

job assignrnents are some of the problems which are included else-

where in this thesis. Constant progress is effected in this field'

however, and Figure l-2 shows various techniques presently devel-

oped for CPS to encomPass all three elements.

Industrial Enginee ring

At this stage, CPS rnay be considered strictly as an analytical

tool designed for the study of a systern. If such an assumption is

rnade, then one can argue as to where this tool should belong. An

industrial system rnay be studied under operations research, systerns

engineering, or industrial engineering.

As shown in Figure l-3 (Page 12),

developed by operations researchers who

the fathers of CPS.

original CPS was

rightfully clairn to be

the

can

Yet, on the other hand, systems engineering people insist
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that the study of a cornplex systern is their specialty:

System engineering is the process of seLecting and
putting into a unified pattern the devices, rnechanisrns,
and equipment necessary for optirnum operation and
control of a cornplex rnanufacturing, processing, or
service systern (38, p. 80).

They regard CPM and PERT as their rnost irnportant planning tech-

niques (38), Dean Robert H. Roy of the school of engineering at the

Johns Hopkins University also quotes a tnernber of U. C. L, A, as

having said that rroperations research does not yield verifiable re-

sults, while systerns engineering does" (10, p. 2Z\.

Where does industrial engineering stand? Quoting again frorn

Dean Roy:

Industrial engineers, while busily engaged in learning
to use the newer tools of operations research, at the
same tirne allege that it is rrnothing but industrial
engineering, I an assertion that is particularly galling
to operations researchers trained in the traditional
disciplines, who look down upon industrial engineering
as narrow and pragrnatic, and want no part of identifi-
cation with it (10, p. 91.

It is not the authorrs intention to clairn the rnonopoly on CPS

by industrial engineering, or to decide whether it should belong to

operations research or systerns engineering. Industrial engineers,

like operations researchers and systerns engineers, are engaged

in the study of a system corrposed of both rnen and rnachines. The

difference lies rnore in attitudes than in techniques being ernployed.

Industrial engineering has been ca1led'rPeople-oriented



Engineering" by Dr. Jarnes L. Riggs of oregon state university to

ernphasize the irnportance of the hurnan factor in clearly distinguish-

ing industrial engineering systerns from control systerns studied by

electrical or rnechanical enginee rs.

Just as other engineers are interested in rnost efficient

rnethods of transrnitting or transforming their energies, whether

electrical, chernical, therrnal, etc. . , , industrial engineers are

concerned with the efficient operation of the cornbined hurnan, rnate-

ria1, and inforrnation energy systern. I'Organizations with every

precaution against waste of time and rnoney will often waste ability,,'

clairns Parkinson (32, p. 133). while an inefficient use of rnate-

rialistic energy is rnerely a waste, anirnproper use of hurnan energy

rnay well be a sin against humanity.

when analytical tools are applied in operations research or

systerns engineering, an operator in the systern is treated as a

systern component. He is perforrning tasks which are not possible

or too expensive at present to be perforrned by a rnachine or a

rnechanical control device. His individual identity is cornpletely lost,

except perhaps for the special skill he had to acquire to d.o his job.

Fortunately, or unfortunately, hurnan beings refuse to be

treated as a rrrere source of energy. The irnportance of these

,Irreducible Factors'r has been stressed over and again by professor

williarn F. Engesser, Departrnent of Mechanical and rndustrial
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Engineering, Oregon State University (B).

The critical path scheduling techniques as developed by opera-

tions researchers were essentially analytical tools. However, there

has been a constant effort rnade by the Industrial Engineers to render

thern rnore flexible and universal, The use of the tirne chart and the

manpower diagrarn, both of which are described in Chapter II, en-

ables an industrial engineer to locate the maxilnum leeway which

exists in the systern and to utilize this slack to cornpensate for I'Ir-

reducible Factors. 'r

For exarnple, a manpower diagrarn rnay be used to identify

each individual worker as a distinct person, so that a job can be

tailored to his wants and needs within the frarnework of systern

tole rance s.

History of CPS

The general history of CPS is briefly outlined in the arrow

network of Figure I -3. Since, despite of its relatively short history,

the origin of Critical Path Scheduling techniques is a controversial

subject, interested readers are asked to refer to literature in their

own field advocating their professional viewpoint.

Essentially, there are two types of network techniques err]-

ployed as rnanagernent tools. They are known as PERT (Prograrn

Evaluation and Review Technique) developed originally for rnilitary



Brief History of CPS (Numbers correspond to events in Figure 1-3),

1. Gantt Chart developed, 1919.

2. Maximal Flow thnrugh a network, by L. R. Ford, Jr. and D. R, Fulkerson, 19ss.

3. Morgan R. Walker of Dupont Engineering Services and James E. Kelley of Remington Rand
develops CPM, 1957.

4. Kelley solves first solution to MCX, minimum cost expediting, 1957.

5. Parametric programming and Primal-Dual Algorithms developed by Kelley, 1958.

6. CPM and MCX tried on Univac I computer, 1958.

7. Minimum Cost Flow investigated by Fulkerson, 1959.

8. Kelley. Walker and J. W. Mauchly form Mauchly Associates. Undertake tl-re study of
limited resources, 1959.

9. Matl,ematical basis for CPS independently studied by Kelley and Fulkerson, and published
simultaueously, 1960.

10. Weapon System Management developed a the U. S. Air Force, ca 1954.

11. Navy Special Project Office initiates investigation of management tool, 1956.

L2. PERT developed by Willard Fazar of the Navy S. p. Office. 1958.

13. PERT applied to Polaris Fleet Ballistic Missile program, 1958.

t4. Air Force begins applying PEP to Air Force Ballistic Missile program, 1959.

15. PERT/COST developed by NASA, 1961.

16. Many efforts made to integrate PERT with cpM e. g. , AMA publication 74.

t7. J. W. Fondahl publishes a manual for non-computer approach, 1961.

18. Manpower leveli:rg included iu Computer Program, 1963.

19. First complete treetment of non-computer method published by Riggs andHeath. Includes
manpower leveling, piecewise linear cost slope, etc. . . 1963.

20. Monte-Carlo technique adopted to pERT by R. M. Van Slyke, 1963.

21. Analog Computer developed by Mauchly, called Skedu!'lo, 1962.
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projects, and critical Path techniques developed by ope rations

research people connected with Univac I digital cornputers. Though

they possess cornmon goals, PERT may be regarded as a probabilis-

tic planning tool to be used for research and developrnent type work,

while Critical Path techniques are essentialJ.y deterrninistic and are

widely used in construction and manufacturing industries.

Various applications used are:

PERT farnily CPS farnily

PERT (Prograrn Evaluation and.
Review Technique)

PERT/tirne
PERT f cost or PERTCO
PERT / reliability
PEP (Program Evaluation Proc. )
LESS (Least Cost Estirnating and

Scheduling)

Tableau Method

CPA (Critical Path Analysis)
CPM (Critical Path Method)
CPS (Critical Path Scheduling)
MCX (Minirnurn Cost Expenditure)
NMT (Network Managernent

Technique)

W'hat is the present state of art of CPS ?

The arnount of study conducted on this subject is so over-

whelming that Operations Research published a list of sixty-three

articles written between I959 and l96l on its basic principles,

industrial applications, and military applications (2, p. 7zg-731).

Norrnan D. Peterson of Bonnevilre (oregon) Hydroelectric

Project, rnade a cornputer cross-reference of g+ publications on net-

work-based project managrnent tools in I963 (J3).
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It is practically irnpossible to estirnate the total arnount of

articles written on the subject and published in this and other coun_

tries. Even in 1962, the Arnerican Management Association gave the

figure to be over 4OO 139, p. 9i}.

Alrnost every type of computer has a program for either pERT

or critical Path. univac I was the first cornputer ernployed by Ke1ley

(29, p. 145) for Critical Path. IBM 2090 has a pERT prograrn (20;

39' p. 136), while the GE zz5 has a critical path prograrn (r6) de_

vised by Kelley himself (29, p. r52) and said to be the rnost advanced

program available at present. other computers with similar pro-
grAMS ArE: IBM 650, IBM I620, UNIVAC IIO3A, UNIVAC II05,

UNMC Solid-State g0 and 90. The new IBM j60 farnily, without

doubt, should have aprograrrr. There must be, and will be many

other cornputers capable of handling CpS prografirs.

A legitirnate question may be asked as to why a new method in

CPS is needed. Theanswer is twofold.

The first reason 1ies in the irnportance of rnanuar rnethod.

The advantages associated with cps are so great that they should not

be reserved only to people having access to cornputers. Rather it is
,a way of thinking" as professor Riggs put it (36), in planning, de-

ciding, delegating and controlling. This is expressed on Figur e t _4

which is directly reproduced frorn his speech (36).

Unfortunately this manual method is still in its developrnental
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BY
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Figure l-4. CPS, a way of thinking. Reproduced from (3 6).
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stage. The first cornplete noncomputer approach was published by

Fondahl in 1961 (12) and dealt with a very tedious rnethod of calcu-

lating the rninl.rnum cost schedule for a given project length. It ern-

ployed six sets of tables, rnatrices and graphs and rnade no provision

for consideration of rnanpower or equiprnent requirernents. Also it

simulated all cost curves by a simple linear approxirnation.

The Riggs and Heath (35) rnanual enjoys a practical rnonopoly

on this subject since its publication in 1963. It is the first text de-

scribing rnanual rnethods including rnanpower and equiprnent consir'r

eration. It also provides piece-wise linear representation of the cost

curve, rendering cost analysis realistic and practical.

The second reason is that the entire field of CPS is sti1l

growing and there has not been any tirne for consolidation of all the

available knowledge. Moreover, it is not uncornmon to find con-

tradicting practices among various approaches and discrepancies

within what is supposed to be a cornrnon approach.

The difficulty should be solved by a cornbination of two efforts.

The first effort rnust be directed toward the correlation of these new

techniques with the established practices such as linear prograrnrning

and theory of graph. The second effort should be to integrate CPS

techniques by adopting a cornrnon set of conventions and syrnbols so

that no change of notation need occur when going frorn one tool to

another. A cornrnon trend of thought must be followed to correlate
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all techniques and

To this end

to avoid duplicated effort.

this thesis is dedicated.
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CHAPTER II

GRAPHIGAL METHODS

Sequence Analysis

Man is a rational being.

At least, he likes to believe that there is a reason behind

every action perfo::rned by hirn, even when he has absolutely no con-

trol over such an action. He tries to justify his existence: I'I think,

therefore I exist" (Descarte )1 and even his death:

LrHornrne n'est qurun roseau, Ie plus faible du rnonde.
Mais, crest L1r'1. roseau pensant. 11 ne faut pas que
ltunivers entier starrrre pour 1'6puiser. Une goutte
dteau, un vapour suffira pour Ie tuer. Mais, quand iI
rneurt, il sera encore plus grand que celuis qui le tue,
Car il sait quril meurt et lrunivers nren sait rien.
(Pensdes de Pascal)

Man is but a straw, the weakest in the world. But,
it is a thinking straw. There is no need for the entire
universe to be arrned to crash hirn. A drop of water,
a vapor will suffice to kill hirn. But when he dies, he
wiII be even greater than the one who kills hirn. Be-
cause he knows that he is going to die and the universe
has no knowledge of it. (Pascal)

A hurnan life is a continuous process of decisions and actions,

A man thinks, decides, acts, stops, checks, corrects, evaluates,

, Often, idleness is a necessary part of his action. The fact

that he has decided to undertake a project is enough to rnake his

idleness a part of his new project. Conversely, a hurnan action is

I Cogito ergo surrr; Je pense, donc je suis. Ren6 Descarte (1595-1650)
in rrl,e discours de la rn'ethode" (1637).
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not truly terrninated until rnan decides that such is the case. A

student rnight have acquired education worthy of a Nobel price, and

yet will be left without an'rofficial'f college degree until the president

of the college decrees so, A rnurderer is innocent until proven

guilty, A corpse is alive until a physician pronounces it dead.

The irnportance of each neventrtis due to its relationship with

other activities. A college degree is not only the terrnination of study

in an undergraduate col1ege, but is also the beginning of a new 1ife,

This rnay be the beginning of a professional 1ife, the first step into

a postgraduate study, or merely the start of a vacation. The use of

the word rrCornrnencernent'r for the graduating cererlony expresses

well this idea. Sirnilarly, the death sentence to a rnurderer rnarks

the beginning of his death process, and the physician's verdict is the

signal for the funeral to begin.

The failure of the classical rnethod of planning and scheduling

may well be due to the ornission of this consideration. with due

respect to Henry Gantt, a bar chart showing the beginnings and ends

of all jobs may be an excellent graphic illustration, but is a poor

scheduling tool because it does not show the relationships between

a ctivitie s.

In surnrnary, a project planned and carried out under the

supervision of a human being is an intricate alternation of rractivitiesI

and 'revents. rl
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Each activity rnay consist of a preceeding period of idleness

or rrfloat,rrfollowed by the actual accornplishrnent of a tirne consurn-

ing work, "job, I'fol1owed again by anotherrrfloatrror rest period.

An event, on the other hand, is an instant in tirne, which rnay

be regarded as a point of accornplishrnent for all the preceding

activities and the rnornent of decision to start the new set of activities,

Activity and restriction Iists, The first step in a CPS anal-

ysis is to study the project and to cornpile a list of jobs cornposing

the project, This list is calIed anrrActivity Listrrand usually defines

alphabetical syrnbols which are assigned to activities, Table Z-L is

an example of activity list used by Riggs and Heath for a Patio

Construction Project (36, p, 7). This first step anal yzes the func-

tions of a ctivitie s .

The second step is to decide the functions of events. This is

carried out by relating a job with all the other jobs which must fol-

low the event announcing its termination. A11 the activities (including

floats) of the following jobs are initiated at this event terminating the

first activity. The first activity is caI1ed a rrprerequisiterrwith re-

spect to the following activities, and the latter are referred to as

rrpostrequisites" with respect to the first.

The relationship that the event terrninating activity E

authorizes the initiation of activities G, and F, may be expressed as;:

E*G, F. The list of all these relationships for a project is called a
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rrRestriction List.rl

An exarnple of the restriction list is shown on Table Z-2.

Tab1e Z - I Activity 1ist.

Syrnbol Activi&-
Estimated

Tirne

A

B
C
D
E
r.
G
H
I

Order and deliver lurnber,
nai1s, etc,

Order and deliver concrete
Excavate for foundation
Erect block foundation
Frame roof and deck
Lay decking
Place roofing
Clean up
Erect cernent block windbreak

fibe rgla s s,

blocks, rno rtar, etc.
Z

Z

10
6

I
6

z
z
6

Table Z-2.

a

Re striction list.

A*E
B-D, I
C*D

D*E
E*F, G
F*H

G*H
I*H

Arrow network. The graphical expression of the activity list

and restriction Iist is called an arrow network.

The conventions used in an arrow network is

(including the job and its floats) is expressed by an a

arrowhead syrnbolizing the relationship which exists

Thus, E*G, F is shown as:

that an activity

rrow, with the

at the event.

a
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Figure 2- 1. Arrow netwo rk.

of ways:An event can be expressed in a variety

l. It can be ornitted altogether, so that the arrowhead
is the only indication, as shown above in Figure 2-1

Z, A cross is a convenient notation when earliest and
latest event tirnes are to be calculated. The con-
vention invented by Riggs and Heath ernploys the
left side of the cross bar for the earlier tirne (V)
the event can happen, and the right side of the cross
bar for the latest tirne (W) the event can occur,
This is shown on Figures Z-Z and Z-5 (35, p. 4Zl.

Tigure Z-2, Event tirne.

A circle rnay also be ernployed when it is
necessary to refer to the event. Figure I -3
is an exarnple of this rnodel type network.

3.

Sornetirne s, it

another event without

Such a relationship

solely of idle tirne,

can happen that an event is dependent on

any job being present between the two events.

rnay be considered as an activity which consists

or ttfloat, t' and can be expressed by a dotted
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arrow, called "durnrny. r' An exarnple would be when two activities

B and C are required before the initiation of the activity D, but only

activity B rnust be cornpleted before activity I can start. In this case,

there are two distinct events. The first event is the terrnination of

both B and C and the initiation of D. The second event is the terrni-

nation of B and the initiation of I. It is obvious that the first event

depends on the second event, but not vice-versa. The durnfi]y arrow

is used to indicate this one-way relationship in Figure s Z-3 and Z-4.

It is to be noted that there exists no two events with two-way relation-

ships, since that would reduce thern to a single event.

Figure 2-3. Durnrny.

Figure 2-4. Arrow network.
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It is the usual practice to draw an arrow network frorn left to

right so that the arrows will be all pointed toward the right. The

activity syrnbol or a brief explanation rnay be put on the top of the

arrow, and special notations such asrrZMrrmay be written below to

indicate rrranpower requirernents,'Dollars per day'r for the associated

costs, and other notes calling attention to the people who will be

using the network are equally acceptable and recorrrrnended,

Two other ideas rrray be introduced now for later usage,

First, the concept of 'Descendents I' and 'rAntecedentsrr is

closely related to that of 'rPrerequisitesrrandrrPostrequisites. "

Sorne authors prefer to call thern "Succeeds,'r'rPrecedes, rr rrknrne-

diate Predecessors, rr and I'knrnediate Successorsrr respectively

(3I, p, 3671.

Definitions 2 - l:

Prerequisite: An activity A is said to be a prerequisite of an-
other activity B, if and only if the terrnination of A is a direct
requirernent on the initiation of B. This relationship can be
syrnbolically expressed as: A-B and graphically shown either
as:

or ---A*---'- BBA

Postrequisite: If an activity A is a prerequisite of another
activity B, then the activity B is said to be a postrequisite of
A. This rnay be written as: A*B or B*A and graphically
expressed in the sarne rrranrler as shown above.
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. Descendent: An activity C is said to be a descendent of activity
A, if the termination A is either directJ.y or indirectJ.y necessary
for the initiation of C. Thus, if A-B and B-C, both B and C
are descendents of A, but only B is a postrequisite of A.

C

. Antecedent: By the sarne token, A is said to be an antecedent
of C, when C is a descendent of A. Thus, all prerequisites of
C are antecedents of C, but not all antecedents are prerequisites
of C.

The second notion to be introduced is that of a directed chain.

Definitior.s Z-Z:

. Initial Activila: An initial activity is an activity which has-...'...'...'._
no prerequisite.

. Final Activity: A final activity is an activity which has no
po strequi site.

. Path: A path is a set of activities such that each activity of
the set is a prerequisite of one activity of the set and a
postrequisite of another activity of the set but of none other,
with the exception of one beginning activity with no pre-
requisite and one ending activity with no postrequisite.

. Directed Chain: A directeil chain is a path containing one
i"iti"t ""t,-tty "nd. 

one final activity of the project.

. Critical Path: A critical path is a directed chain containing

"" fl""t-

Representation of a Chain:

, A chain is graphically represented by a sequence of consecutive
arrows frorn left to right, including the initial and final activities
at the beginning and the end respectively.
IIJ-I-III A _l C _l D _l E J Ir J

initial final
activity activity

BA
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The word I'Chainrris often used in place of 'rDirected chain"

which is strictly nlore correct,

Time Analysis

It is irnportant to note that the scheduling can be done in two

ways, Either the activities can be scheduled to suit a specific tirne

table, or events rnay be specified according to a time schedule,

Activity tirnes. The time value associated with each job is

usually listed with the activity description in an activity list such as

Table 2-1.

using the arrow network and the estimated tirne data, it is

possible to calculate the earliest (ES) and the latest (LS) tirnes an

activity can occur, and the earliest (EF) and the latest (LF) tirnes it

can terrninate, without influencing the total project time duration ()'.).

This is effected, essentially, by increasing or decreasing the

idle tirne (float) allocated to each activity.

The Earliest Start and the Earliest Finish times are related

by:

EF=ES+ET

where ET is the EstirnatedTime of the job,

Sirnilarly, the Latest Start and the f-atest

related by:

(eq. z-Il

Fini sh tirne s a re

LF=I-S+ET (eq. z-zl
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The accurnulative rnethod of finding ES and LF values are

described in detail in other literature such as (35, p. 42-431, Basi-

caI1y it is a rnatter of finding all the EF values of the prerequisites

and selecting the largest figure to be called the new ES. EF is then

cornputed frorn (eq. 2-1) and the process is repeated until all earliest

tirnes are found. The initial activity is assigned the project start

date as its ES. The project end date is used as the LF of the final

activity and the reverse process of finding the srnallest LS of all

the postreguisites as LF, is alternated with the application of

(eq. Z -Zl to find all late st value s.

The difference between the latest and the earliest value s are

called total float (TF), thus:

TF = LS - ES = LF - EF (eq. Z-3)

Another float of interest is called independent float (IF) and is

equal to the difference between the srnallest of the ES of all post-

requisite activities and the surn of the ET of the activity and the

largest of all the LF values of the prerequisities. This is the arnount

of float which can be used by this activity without interfering with the

float of any other activity.

IF = rnin ES of postrequisites - ET

rnax LF of prerequisites. (eq. Z-4)

Event tirnes. The tirne values associated with events are V,

Lhe earliest event tirne, and W the latest event tirne, They can be
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found easily f rorn the relationships:

V = largest EF of all prerequisites. (eq, Z-5)

W = srnalle st lS of all postrequisite s. (eq. Z-6)

The event can be scheduled anytirne between the V and W

values without affecting the total project duration. However, it is to

be noticed that the scheduling of one event rrlay restrict the float

available for neighboring events, as these event tirnes are dependent.

The convention invented by Riggs and Heath is to place the V

and W values on the cross bar of the event rnarker, to the left and

to the right, respectively, of the center post. Figure Z-5 is an

exarnple of this rnethod used to indicate event tirnes.

Figure 2-5. Arrow network wilh event tirnes.

A table containing all this inforrnation is called a boundary

tirne tab1e. Table Z-3 shows an exarnple. DF on table 2-3 indicate

the amount of Dependent Float which is the difference between TF

and IF.

',-4
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T able Z -3 . Bounda ry tirne tabLe.

Activity ET ES LS EF LF TF IF DF

A LUMBER'
B B]OCKS
C EXCAVATE
D T'OUNDATIONS
E FRAME ",
F DECKING
G ROOFiNG'
H CLEAN UP
I WINDBREAK

z
Z

10
6

8

6

Z

z
6

0

0

0

l0
I6
z4
z4
30

Z

L4
I
0

10
l6
z4
Z8
30
Z4

z
z

10
r5
Z4
30
Z6
3Z

8

t5
10
10
16

Z4
30
30
3Z
30

T4 T4
80
00
00
00
00
44
00

zz 14

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

Tirne chart. A tirne chart is a graphical expression of the

boundary tirne table, It is an arrow network drawn to scale using

dotted lines to express either a durnrny or the float part of an activity.

A solid horizontal line expresses the job part of an activity. A solid

vertical line shows an event, with a1I prerequisities connected to its

left, and all postrequisites to its right, The tirne scale always in-

creases to the right. An arrow is used only to indicate a durnmy, in

much the sarne way as it did in an arrow network.

At least in the beginning stage, the independent float is indi-

cated by a horizontal line segment between the starting event and the

job part of the activity. sirnilarly, the dependent float is shown by a

dotted line segrnent after the job and before the terrninating event.

The illustration in Figure Z-6 illustrates this point.
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L__r--_:tq
Sta rting
Event

Job

I____t
DFI

T e rrninating
Event

Figure 2-6. Independent f1oat.

The DF rnay be considered as the float used in planning stage,

Once the schedule is set, it rnay be thought that the on-the-job

supervisor has the prerogative of rnoving his job's starting tirne to

any tirne within,IF range.

The relationship between the arrow network and the tirne

chart is shown in Figure Z-7 arrd a tirne chart is shown in Figure Z-8.

Another convention which is widely accepted is to indicate

any activity without float cal1ed critical activity by a double solid line

in both the arrow network and the tirne chart.

Utilization Analysis

When equiprnent is shared by several activities, when the

work space is lirnited, or when the crew size is such that both the

total nurnber of workers and the nurnber of special skill workers are

restricted, limited resources becorne a rnajor controlling factor

for scheduling.

Manpower and equiprnent requirernent tab1e. The conventional

way of handling lirnited resources was to construct a table which
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Arrow Network Tirne Chart

I

l""c Event

_ -> Durnrny or

Activity - -_= - DFIF Job

Figure 2 -7 . Graphic syrnbols.

E

$
I Ft r ll I r r r Ft r r. lr I I tl I I rr I r ' I I lr
05I015202530

Tirne scale (days)

Figure Z -8. Tirne chart for patio construction project.
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could be consulted while drawing the tirne-chart. A sirnple exarrple

is shown here for lirnited total crew si-ze. The exarnple is further

used in Chapters VI and VII,

Table Z-4, Activity, restriction,' and rnanPowe r table.

Activity ET Po strequi site s Manpower Required

3

z
z
z
z
z
4
I
3

t
z
z

z
3

4
6

z
4
6

Z

3

Z

3

4

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

B,C
HrIrJ
D,E
G,H,I
F
K,L
K,L
J
J

:'"

Manpower diagrarn. Another rnethod would be to integrate

the rnanpower requirernent into a tirne chart.

Expanding the concept of energy discussed in Chapter I, one

rnay be justified to graphically express the relationship (Figure Z-91,

or to expre ss it by forrnula (eq. Z-6\.

Energy = (eq. Z-61

Moreover, in rnost cases, linear approxirnation which relates

the cost to the arnount of energy rnay be found. This is particularly

true in case of rrranpower where a worker is ernployed at a wage.

t
dt
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rate, \tr p"r hour. If he is ernployed for

Man Ene rgy =

T hours, his work will be:

T

Manpower. dt (eq, Z-71

'Wage Paid

Thus, the tirne and powe

cost axes as shown on Figure Z-

- W . Man Ene rgy

r axes can be replaced

10.

(eq, z-8\

by tirne and

TIMET

Figure 2 -9. Powe r -ene rgy reJ.ation,

-- Budget lirnit per hour

5.0

FJ
-l
&o

2

U
&
t-
UH
-l

LZ3
Figure Z -

4567
10. Manpower

(hour)

diagrarn.

POWER

ENERGY
USED

$/day

$2. s/hour
Electrical

Energy

$2. s/rrour Man-energy

2.5
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The identity of the worker can also be denoted along the cost

axis. If the restriction is equiprnent, rnaterial, or capital expendi-

ture per day, etc..., they can all be expressed in rnonetary units

and incorporated on the sarne axis.

The application of the manpower diagrarn is illustrated for

the manpower table of. Table Z-4, The tirne chart is shown on

Figure Z-LI, and the rnanpower diagram is shown on Figure Z-LZ for

an unrestricted labor force. Figure Z- I3 is constructed for the case

where manpower is to be lirnited to four persons at $2 per hour or

$8 per hour budget hour. Figure Z-14 shows how the rnanpower can

be balanced so that each worker will have almost equal free tirne.

Though there is no set rule for the construction of rnanpower

diagrams or srnoothing, the following procedure is useful:

Step I. Construction of time chart (Figure Z-11).

Step II. Construction of rnanpower diagrarn.

- Construct a rnanpower diagram corresponding to the
time chart (Figure Z-l?l.

- Draw the frarne of a new rnanpower diagrarn using
the lirnited resource restriction.

- T"y to fit the boxes representing activities into the
f rarne, starting f rom the earliest time (Figure Z-l3l

l-Find all activities that can be initiated at
that event.

2-Choose the activity with largest acceptable
manPower.
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z-ll. Tirne chart with rnanpower notation,

LO tt L2 t3 23 2425

Figure Z-lZ. Original rrranpower diagrarn.
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3 -Give priority to the activity with rnost potential
rnan-energy. (NOTE: Potential rnan-energy is
the total surn of the rnan-energies of all de-
scendants of the given activity including its own
lrlan-energy not yet expanded, )

Step III, Shift activities vertically to consider individual workers
or rrrtchine requirernents, Figure Z-L4 is an exarnple
where an atternpt is made to give workers equal free tirne.

By denoting each worker individually, it is possible to give

each worker special attention. Worker No. I rnay be allergic to a

certain srneIl, while Worker No. Z cannot stand height, and Worker

No. 3 is going to night school, etc...
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CHAPTER III

SEOUENCE ANALYSIS:

Theory of Graphs

CPS TABLEAU METHOD

Graph. 'W'hat is a graph? There are three iterns which

characte rize a graph.

First, there is a set X of elernents called points or vertices:

X = { xL, xZ, x3,....*rr}; second, there isafunctionlrnappingX

into itself; third, there is a set U of arcs joining elernents of X

according to the rule I

Any two of these iterns are sufficient to cornpletely define a

graph. Therefore, a graph is usually expressed as: G = (X,I ) or

G = (X,U). It is also possible to write G = (U,f). However, it is

obvious that this is a forrn of G = (X,f ) expressed in its inverse

relationship; i. e. X-U and I * f -1.

A project studied in a CPS analysis rnay be considered as a

graph. Ford and Fulkerson prefer to define it in terrns of the set

N of events and the set A of the activities constituting the project:

G = (N,A) (13, p. Z). Kelley appears to prefer the definition using

the set of events and its rnapping relationship (23), while Levy et aI.

definitely rely on the set J of the activities and its mapping relation-

ship (3 l, p. 367l,.
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The CPS Tableau rnethod described in this thesis follows

the last approach of defining CPS with its activities and their sequen-

tial relationships. It is interesting to note that the developrnent of

this tableau rnethod was inspired by the nodal matrix rnethod pre-

sented by Riggs and Heath (35, p. 107-Il4) which takes Kelley's ap-

proach, Probably this is related to the fact that Kelley was the first

one to use the computer (see Chapter I), and the computer program

included his matrix method.

It is also interesting to notice that regardless of the way CPS

graph is defined, the ruleF has always been expressed by a rnatrix.

The events to events mapping relationship is called a rrtirne grid'l

by Riggs and Heath,while the evente to activities mapping relationehip

by FordandFulkerBon ie called'rNode.arc incidence matrix,rr Levy,

Thompson, and Wiest call their activities to activities rnapping

rrPredeces sor rnatrix. rr The type of rnatrix developed in this thesis

was variously called 'ractivity matrix, rr rrPrecedence matrix,rl

rrTableau matrix, " "Degcendence matrixrretc... For the lack of

better terrn; it will be.referred to as tableau rnatrix, or sirnply rnat-

rix.

The four different rnatrices are shown on Figures 3-2, 3-3,

3-4, and 3-5 for the sarrre sarnple network of Figure 3-1. The net-

work is drawn using the convention defined in Chapter IL The nota-

tions used in the rnatrices are those adopted by respective authors.
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Figure 3 - l, Sarnple network.

Figure 3 -2. Riggs -Heath
Event-Event

Figure 3 -3. Ford-Fulkerson
Event-Activity

Figure 3 -4. Levy ut 3f.
Activity _Activity

Tableau Matrix
Activity-Activity

N. I Z 3 4
t I I 0

z 0 I I
3 0 0 I
4 0 0 0

A
l, Zl

B
(1,3)

C
(2,31

D
(2, 4)

E
(3,4)

t I I 0 0 0
z -l 0 I I 0
3 0 -t -l 0 I
4 0 0 0 -l -l

x A B C D E

A 0 0 I I 0
B 0 0 0 0 I
C 0 0 0 0 I
D 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 0

A B C D E
A*
B*
C*
D*
E*

Figure 3 -5.
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Direct restriction. Let p = ia, b, c, d,..rh, i, j, k, ... )

be a set of all activities which must be completed before the end of

the project.

Let *denote the prerequisite relationship. Thus, a *b

implies that a is a prerequisite of b, and b is a postrequisite of a.

This will be caI1ed rtdirect restriction. il

Then the projectlp can be defined as the set p and relation
*, or P = (P, *).

Condition C-l:

A. The direct relationship which exists between an activity

and its prerequisite, or between an activity and its post-

requisite, *, is an irreflexive relationship. Given a

project F, it is fal.se that:

j - j for all jobs j in the project lp.

B. The direct rerationship * is also k-intransitive for
every value of k. In other words, if

a=al*aZ*"3*.., * 
"O=O

it is false that a * b, for every pair of jobs a and b and

every k larger than z. we sha11 use a *)b to define such

a relationship.

Essentially, this is the statement made in chapter rr about the dif_

ference in the relationships between pxerequisites and antecedants
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(or postrequisites and descendents) and that an antecedent is not

nece ssarily a pre requisite.

The partA 9f C-l specifies that there is no closed loop starting at an

event and terminating at the same event.

The antecedente=descendente relationships may be called indirect

relationships which can be defined by Condition Z, and symbol *).

Condition C -2:

A. The indirect relationship *) is assymetric: i. e. if a *) b

then it is false that b *)a for any a and b in P.

B. The relationship a *>b exists only if there is a path frorn

a to b in the project P, such that:

"="1 -aZ-a3-... -"rr=O

Therefore, the indirect relationship is transitive.

The graphical realization of the Condition C-2 is called a transitive

graph. CPS satisfies this relationship.

Definition 3-l: The set P. = t ili*j) is a subset of P cornposed of
J

a1l activities which are prerequisites to j.

Definition 3-2: The set S. = t klt-' jlis a subset of P cornposed of

all activities which are postrequisites to j.
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Theorern 3-l: Under Condition I, the set P. is the srnallest set of

jobs in P that rnust be cornpleted before j can be started. Sirnilarly,

S, is the srnallest subset of jobs in P that cannot start until j is
J

cornpleted.

Proof: Since * is irreflexive, j is not an elernent of P.. Therefore,

j can be started when all its prerequisites are corrlpleted.

If, contrary to the hypothesis, j can be started before all its

prerequisites are known to be cornpleted, then this prerequisite i

rnust still obey its definitionl i * j. Therefore, the relationship is

possible only if its completion is irnplied by sorne other activity in

P.:
J

(i=b-)-b,*b *... *(.b -il
rtJ-3*-kil

for sorne b in P.. This is forbidden by C-L Thus, P. is the srnallest,

'Ihe other part of the theorem is proven in a sirnilar rnanner.

Project Network.

Frorn the conditions C-I and C-Z defined above, the intrinsic

nature of a CPS network rnay be investigated, regardless of its

actual forrn of realization as an arrow network, tirne chart, tableau,

et c.

Therefore, P is defined to be the cornplete set of jobs corn-

posing the project.F. -denotes an irreflexive and intransitive
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relationship which directly relates two jobs in p, while *) symbolizes

a transitive and asymmetric relationship between two jobs of p due

to a path connecting them.

Definition 3-3: A loop is a crosed path which passes through the

same event more than once.

Definition 3-4: A cycle in a network N is a closed path which passes

through the same activity more than once. This takes the forrn:

"l -' "l
of' a--a- *a^ *a -... *aI Z -3 -4 *t

The cPS as known today, includes neither a crosed loop nor
Ia closed path. ^

Definition 3-5: Any relation which is transitive and asyrnrnetric is
said to be a preference relation.

Theorem 3 -2: The indirect reration *) defined unde t c_z is a pref _

erence relation, and the network N is acyclic.

Proof: The transitivity of *)rnay be shown as below:

If a *) b and b +> c, then there must be two paths:

lI, i" evident that any partiar feedback in N rnay be replacedby its equivalent circuit.
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a

b

= ^l- uz

= br * bz

orr=D

*b =crn
The refo re,

(a = a1) * 
"z* "' * 

"rr-l 
* ("., = bl) - bz*,.. * (b* = ")

Or, a *) c.

since' *) is asymmetric by c -z and,transitive from the
above proof, it is a preference relation.

The necessary part of the theorem is proven by noting that if *)is
a preference relation, then by definition, it must be asymmetric. If
thenetworkNcontainedacycle: a*) a, then"_bl _b2,,, +
br, = a, where n) Z. For any j between I and n, one can write:
a *> b, and bj *' 

". This violates the asymmetry condition. There_
fore, N must be acyclic.

Lemma 3 - l:

if there is a

The network N of the project p is cyclic if and only
subset C of P such that Oj n C + @ for a1l j in C.

Proof: Let c be the subset of jobs forming the cycle. Then
P'n c + @ and the above condition is satisfied. on the other hand.,
if P'n c + o defines a subset c, then for each j there must be at
least one element corresponding to p.O C. If a, is an element of C,
and a, an element of 

""rn 
c, a3an element of ,^rn 

", 
etc.

eventually all elements j in c wirl be exhausted.. In order to satisfy
Pjo c + o for all j in c, it wirl be necessary to choose an element
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j which has already appeared. Thus, for sorrre an one rnust have

tr. = "j where "j 
*' 

", =.j which forms a cycle:

al * aZ*,,. * 
"j 

*.,. * an = ,j

Definition 3-5: The set A. { ili *> j} where i and j are the elements

of a project P, is called an antecedent subset for j.

Definition 3-7: The set D, = { tlj -, t} where j and k are the

elements of a project p, is carled a descendent subset for j.

Definition 3-8: A sequentially ordered set pr,< = fa1, a2, ..., 
"r,]

is a set of n jobs P = [a, b, c, d,. . ] where jobs are listed according

to a definite rule.

Definition 3-9: A technologically ordered. set p,k is a set of n jobs

composing the project p, arranged in such a manner that no job

appears on the list until aII of its antecedents have already been

rnentioned.

Theorem 3-3: A set p>k of n jobs arranged in ord.er of increasing

size of Ai, where j = l, ... t L, is a technologically ordered set.

Proof : This is essentiarly a restatement of Definition 3 -9.

Theorem 3-4: The condition c-z holds if and only if it is possible

to list the jobs in P in a technologically ordered set p,i..
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P roof: Let Po = tjla., = @), PI = set of jobs w:h only one ante-

cedent, . , . P_^ = set oL, jobs with rn antecendents. Cbviously, S is
firo

a set of initial activities for the project P. This set cannot be ernpty,

or the project would be cyclic.

Ail the postrequisites of Po will form P1, all the postrequisites of

P, will forrn P, and so on until Prr, = P exhausts the lirnited set P.

Then, frorn Theorern 3-3, one can construct a technologically

ordered set ofjobs inthe order, So, S1, 52, etc. Ifthis is not

possible, then there rnust be a set C such that P.nC isnonernpty, for
J

every j in C. This violates the Lernrna 3-1, and the project is

cyclic. If the project is cyclic then f rorn Theorern 3 -2 the

Condition C-Z is violated for asyrnrnetry.

Precedence Matrix

Definition 3 - l0: Precedence rnatrix Ie] for a project P of n jobs

isannxnrnatrix

E;'<arnple: Figure 3

construction project

fo r the patio

elernents p i3 such that:

(t it i * j
.. = I1r I" 

L 
0 othe rwi se

shows the precedence rnatrix

Chapte r II.

with

P

-6

oI
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P..
U

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

BC
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Figure 3 -6.

DEFG
0100
1000
I000
0I00
00lr
0000
0000
0000
0000

P re cedence

H

0

0

0

0

0

I
I
0
I

rnat rix

A I
0

I
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

Definition 3-lI: Succeedence matrix IS] for a projectPofnjobs

isannxnmatrix ents s, such that:

if i - j

othe rwise

Theorern 3-5: The succeedence matrix is a

for the sarrre project.

transpose of the prece-

P roof: Obviouely, pij = "ji

Example, [S] = [P]' and IP] = [S]'

with elem

(r

'{,, (o

dence matrix
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tsl

ABCDEFGH
00000000
00000000
00000000
0 i 100000
10010000
00001000
00001000
00000110
0I000000

s..
1J

A
B
C
D

= E
F
G
H
I

. [P] '

Figure 3-7. Succeedence matrix.

Theorem 3-6: A technologically ordered project will have no entry

of I in the lower left side of the rnain diagonal in its precedence

rnat rix,

Proof: The main diagonal consists of entries of I in an identity

rnatrix of the same dirnension: i.e., the elernents are defined by

Kronicker delta 6, or: for row i column j

Itiri =i. .thi,i"^^ erernent of I = 6.. = 
t o o,rr""*i"".

The lower left side of the rnain diagonal corresponds to

elernents such that i ( j. An entry in the lower left half of the

j, jth row occurs before ith row which is its prerequisite. This is a

contradiction to the Definition 3 -9 of a technologically ordered set.

I
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I
0
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Theorem 3-T: The condition C-Z holds, if and only if all the entries
in the precedence can made to appear on the right top half of the mat_
rix.

Proof: Restatement of rheorem 3-4 using Theorem 3-6.

Example: The precedence matrix of Figure 3-6 is a cpS network

which can be expressed as a transitive graph, i. e. in conformity with
condition c-2. Its precedence can be made to contain entries of I in
the upper-right half of the matrix exclusivery. This new matrix is
shown on Figure 3-g.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
I
H

A
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BCDET'GIH
000l0ooo
00100010
00100000
000l0ooo
0000I loo
0000000 r
00000001
0900000I
0000oooo

Figure 3 -8. Technologically o rde re d matrix.

Theorem 3 -9: The entries of I in the row j corresponding to the
job j form a complete postrequisite set S. = (klk -j).

Proof: A11 the relationships k *j will be located in the row j, fol_
lowing the Definition 3-10 of a precedence matrix.
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Theorern 3-9: The entries of I in the colurnn j corresponding to the

job j form a cornplete prerequisite set e. = {ili * j} .
J

Proof: Again, frorn Definition 3-lO, we note that all relationships

i * j will be Iocated in 3th colurnn. This can also be proven from the

fact that IP] = [s]', and applying Theorern 3-g to the transposed

matrix IS] of the precede&ce rnatrix IS].

The Theorerns 3-8 and 3-9 forrn the basis for the cps rableau, as it

will be shown 1ater.

Antecedence Matrix

Definition 3-13: A descendence matrix ID] is defined as the trans-

pose of an antecedence rnatrix.

Theorern 3- 10: A project activity list cornpiled, in ord.er of in-

creasing number of entries of I in colurnns corresponding to activities

in its antecedence rnatrix, will autornatically follow technological

o rde r.

IZ:.

anv

1

b

on

ed

finiti

defin

De

is

An antecedence rnatrix IA] for a projectlp of n jobs

n x n rnatrix with elements ai5 such that:

(titi-' i
Ia.. =\u I o otrr"rwise
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Proof : By Theorem 3 -3 and Definition 3 - 12.

Example: The antecedence rnatrix for the Patio Construction Project

is shown together with the number of entries of I for each colurnn,

called'rsequential priority. "

seguential
p rio rity

f igure 3-9. Matrix with sequential priority.

Note: This is one rnethod used in Chapter VI for constructing an

arrow network. If one wishes to construct an arrow network f rorn

the tail end, the sequential priority may be uBed in its decreasing

order.

Neurnann Series

ABCDEFGH I
ofo o o o I r r I o

Bl0 0 0 r I I I I I
clo 0 0 r r r r r 0
Dlo 0 0 0 r I I r 0
Elo 0 0 0 0 I r I 0
FI0 0 0 0 0 o 0 I 0
Gl0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 0
Hl0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
rL0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 0

0002455 81

An infinite geometric

series in Matrix Theory (35,

series of matrices are called Neumann

P. I0).

Definition 3-14: If P is a square rnatrix, then the Neurnann Series

is defined for the rnatrix (I-P), such that:
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(I-P)-l - I + p + pz + p3 + + pn +

when this series converges, then it is given the narne Neumann

Inverse (Q).

Theorern 3-ll: rf pl ., is the i, jth element of the matrix which is the^ 1, J

,r.th po*er of the original rnatrix P, then whenever, p} = rn ) 0,
rr J

there exist m distinct paths of length (i. e. nurnber of events which

exist between the first and last activities of the path) n frorn activity

itoj,

Proof: By induction, The statement is obviously true for n = 0 and

n = l, suppose it is true for k-1, then by proving that the theorem

holds for k, the theorem is established.

For Pk, we may write: pk = pk-l. 
"

The element corresponding to the matrix pk can be written as:

p 
k k-l k-l

'ii = Pi1 Pti + Piz Pzl +

k-1+ Pi' P.rj

since all entries are eithe r zero or positive, oX ts positive

only if one or rnore of the terrn k-l
" pii, - phj s positive. Frorn the

assumption made for induction, ,il' does give the number of in-

dependent paths of length (k-1) frorn i to h. ,nj t" l, if and only if
there is a path frorn h to j, and zero otherwise. Moreover, if oil'

"rra 
pf;il are both positive for h * rn, then the paths constructed in
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this rnanner will have to be distinct. Hence, the surn of these terrns

will give the nurnber of distinct paths frorn i to j.

Example: I'igures 3-10 through 3-16 illustrate this technique for the

Patio Construction exarnple.

Theorem 3-13: The Newrnann inverse Q with elements 9.. gives the
1J

total nurnber of paths available between any two activities i and j

where i is the row corresponding to the antecedent activity, and j

corresponds to the descendent of i.

Proof: From Theorern 3-ll and Definition 3-L4.

Exarnple: Figure 3-I6. An interesting cornparison rrray be rnade

with Figure 3-9,

CPS Tableau Matrix

The CPS Tableau Matrix is essentially the first two terrns of

the Neurnann inverse of the precedence rnatrix.

Definition 3-15: A CPS Tableau Matrix IT ] for a project P of n jobs

is an n x n rnatrix with elernents t .. such that:
1J

if i r j

if i = j'rr=(
ernpty, othe rwise
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Precedence Matrix

{igure 3-10

ABCDEFGHI

000000010

Figure 3-11

Figure 3-12

000100000
000010000
000001100
000000010
000000010

1 o o q o o o ob
o 1o o o oo oo

1

0001ooooo
000 o 1oo oo
0000o1ooo

61
000000010

o

ABCDEFGHI

000000000
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Figure 3-14
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Figure 3-15
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AB CDEFGHI

Figure 3-16, Neumann Inverse



By using different
matrix and I entry of an

the theory developed for

Exarnple: Figure 3-L7.

syrnbols for the I
identity rnatrix, it
both concepts, and
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entry of a precedence

is possible to utilize alI
their cornbination.

d+

B+

B+
F*

Figure

Tableau Matrix Method M- l:

3 -77 , Tableau matrix.

A Chain is graphically represented

arrows from left to right, including

at the beginning and the end respec_

I*

by a sequence

the initial and

tively.

of consecutive

f inal activitie s

FEDCA
initial

activity
final

activity

Figure 3-18

A chain is represented on the rnatrix by a sequence of horizontal and

vertical line segrnents joing a / and a \ alternatery from the

initial activity to the final activity. In general, it forrns a figure

resembling a staircase.

C-
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*initial a ctivity (no/inA colurnn)

* final activity (no / in F row)

Figure 3 -19. Directed chain,

Proof : Theorerrls 3-B and 3-9 rnay be used to locate direct relation-

ship between each pair of the consecutive activities on a chain.

(Note: Technically, they should be referred to as a directed chain.

The expression "chain" is used as an abbreviation. )

Tableau Matrix Method M-Z: Tlne I showing a connection requiring

a durnrny will be rnarked byD.

prerequisite to a postrequisite,

requisite to an activity which is

re qui site .

A durnrny rnust be used to connect a

when this prerequisite is also a pre-

not a postrequisite of other pre-

The practical rnethod for finding such relationshi.ps is to check each

row which contains rnore than one f . Then corrlpare all colurnns

containing these /'s. If a colurnn contains one or rnore /' s not corn-

rnon to other colurnns, put D on its cornrnon /'s.

Proof : Self -evident f rorn the definition of a Durnrny in Chapter II.
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CHAPTER IV

TABLEAU METHODTIME ANALYSIS:

Boundary Tirne Calculations

The essence of time analysis using the Tableau is outlined on

the flow diagrarnof Figure 4-1. The first three boxes show what must

go into a tableau. The activity Iist rnust be cornpiled, either actually

or mentally, Activities can be written down directly on a printed

format such as the one shown on Figure 4-2. Then the estirnated

time must be found for the job corresponding to each activity on the

list. The well-known PERT forrnula rnay be used. for this purpose:

ET= a*4rn*b
6

(eq.. 4- 1)

where a, m, and b are the optirnistic, rnost likely, and pessirnistic

estirnates of the job tirne (36, p. 34;39, p. 74;4, p. 133). Another

approach would be to use the Monte Carlo sirnulationtechnique developed

by van slyke (43). However, in most cases the historical records

provide a rnore reliable inforrnation for a job which has been con-

ducted previously.

The direct restrictions rnust also be found and entered into the

matrix. It does not rnatter whether the restrictions are first found,

or the estirnated tirnes are first entered into the tableau, but both of

thern rnust be listed before the tableau can be used for tirne analysis.
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Flow Diagrarn of C. P. S. Tableau

Activity List

I Estimated Tin
i tBt)

Ies Re striction Li"t
( --)

Ti D..^:^^l C+^-1 .F.:
Tableau

If Project End Tirne
is Known

Jevu eLq^ e

is Known
Earliest Tirnes

(ES: Earliest Start)
(EF: Earliest Finish)

rnax EF - -/4
Es )---- --s..
EF ES ET

Latest Tiry-
(LS: Latest Start)
(LF: Latest Finish)

I

lL - -- --->- rnin LS

ET

\
Total Float (TF)

TF LF EF

rob TjIgSg
(B: Begin)

-(-E: End)
,//f< E

I

rnin ES *-{
ET

X"""t Tirnes
(I: Initiation)

.f, - - +> rnax LF
I

\- -----+t

Independent Fioat ( IF)
IF=B-I

Figure 4- l.



Figure 4-2. CPS Tableau Format

o.
N
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The rnethod of entering the restrictions was theoretically de-

scribed in chapter rII and shown in the example of chapter v. The

estimated value for each job duration is entered. in columns marked.

ET in Figure 4-2, corresponding to the row of the activity in question,

The project start date, project end date, or both are also required.

rf none is supplied, 0 value may be assumed for the project start

date. These values are entered in their respective boxes on the

tableau,

rf the project start date is given or assurned, then the cal-

culation must be carried out for ES and EF times for each activity.

If the project end date is given, the latest time, ls and LF, rnust be

calculated first so that the project start date can be found.

If both the project start and end dates are

tions of earliest times must use the project start

computations of latest times must be based on the

In this case three outcomes are possible:

given, the calcula-

date and the

project end date.

t' There is no feasible schedule, unless job times can be

shortened, or rnore tirne is allowed for the project.

z. The feasible solution corresponds exactly to the given

project interval. There wirl be a critical path consisting

of activities with no float.

3. The feasible schedule is actually shorter than the tirne aI_

located for the project. The extra tirne will show up as
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total float Ior all activities. There will be no critical

path, but only rnost critical sequence, called rrrnost

critical path, I' which will consist of activities with total

float equal to the extra tirne.

Ea rlie st tirne calculations.

Algorithrnl A-i' ES and EF

Set the ES of the initial activity to be equal to the project

s ta rt tirne .

Let j be any job such that the earliest finish tirnes of allZ.

its prerequisites are known, i. e.

tor each activity in the subset P.(i

ES(i) = Max EF(i)
(-ail i

<

G" pj

3. AIso calculate:

EI' has been cornputed

li *j). Then cornpute:

(eq. 4-Zl

is given by Professor Harry E.
for rnanipulating data, guaranteed

EF(j) = ES(j) + ETU) (eq. 4-31

4. Repeat this procedure until all earliest tirnes are ca1-

culated. If project end tirne is not yet available, use the

largest ligure found for EF as the project end date and the

Ltr- of the Iinal activity.

I-The definition of algorithrn
Goheen to be "an autornatic scheme
to yield solution. "
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Theorern 4- l:

Under condition C-Z (Chapter III),

l. Algorithrn (A-l) will assign unique ES and EF to each

a ctivity.

For any j"b j in P, EF(j) is the surn of the job tirnes on

the longest path frorn the project start date to and in-

cluding j.

The earliest tirne that al1 jobs in the project can be fin-

ished is the project end date calculated in the step 4 of

the Algorithm (A-l).

Proof: Frorn the discussion in Chapter III, it is known that the

project obeying the condition C-Z carr be put in a sequential, or

technologically ordered set. If this is assurned, then the theorern

rnay be proved for the jth elernent a, by induction.

l. Suppose that the part I of this theorern holds true for

.1, , .j _ l. Then each of these activities belong

to the set P. has uniquely deterrnined ES and EF. The

rnaxirnurn of these EF's is also unique, and MaxEF + ET

(j) rnust also be unique. Since the theorern is true for

j=l where ES = project start date, the theorem rnust hold

for all values of j by induction.

Z. Again, the part Z of. the Theorern is true for the initial

z.
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activity. Assurne the theorern holds for the first j - I

activities, Then, since ESU) is the rnaxirnurn of the EF(i)

of its prerequisites, there is a path whose length is equal

to the longest path frorn the project start date to the ES(j).

since it takes ET(i) to cornplete ar, it foilows that there is

a path of length EF(j) frorn the project start tirne to and

including a. which is the longest path. By induction this
J.

rnust be true for all elernents of P.

3. Since the project end tirne was computed as the maxirnurn

ot all EFrs, the proof is self -evident. The project end

date is calculated so that the final activity can be co.-

pleted. since the final activity has no postrequisite, all

activities must have been cornpleted before, if the list

were arranged in its technologically ordered for,m, as it

wag aBaurned.

Tableau Method T-l:

Set the ES of the initiat activity to be equal to the project

start date.

Following the sequential order (i. e. working f rorn the

first row down if no / appears on the lower-left half of

the rnatrix; othe rwise, use sequential priority described

in Chapter III), find the largest EF corresponding to a I

on the colurnn of the activity in question. This can be

Z.
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3.

4,

summarized as:

rnax EF+-/ (up, if technologically order
llf .l"p or down if / appear on both sides

ES )---"1.'lof the diagonal'

Cornpute EF = ES + ET of the row of the original activity.

Insert both ES and EF in their proper box on the original

row.

Repeat this procedure until all earliest tirnes are calcu-

lated. If project end date is not given, insert the largest

EF value for the project end date and the LF of the final

activity.

This step is identical to Algorithrn A-1, step I.

By following the row of the activity j until the rnain

diagonal will locate the column corresponding to the sarne

activity j. This is analogous to taking the transpose of

the rnatrix. On this column, which rnay be considered as

the row of the transposed rnatrix, the /rs indicates all

prerequisites of the activity j. Locating the rnaxirnurn of

EF of the row corresponding to each / in this colurnn is

identical to finding the rnaxirrlurrl EF(i) of all activities i

of the set P, = (i li*j). Therefore this is equivalent of
J

step 2 of the Algorithrn A-1.

The row of the original activity j contains EF(j), EFU,),

Proof :

l.

2.
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and ET(j), Therefore, the operation

EF= ES+ET

rnade on the row j corresponds to the operation:

EF(j) =ES(j) +ET(j)

of the step 3 of the Algorithrn A-1.

4, Identical to step 4 of the Algorithrn A-1.

Latest tirnes calculations.

Algorithrn A-Z: LF and I^S

I. Set the LF of the final activity (or activities) equal to the

project end date.

?,, Let j be any job such that the LS of all its postrequisites

have been computed, i. e. LS is known for each activity of

the set S.(klk*i). Then find:
J

LF(j) = Min LS(k) (eq, 4-4)
(a[ k
I i., s..\J

3, Cornpute:

I-S(j) =LF(j) -ET(j) (eq. 4-5)

4. Repeat this process until all latest tirnes have been corn-

puted. If project start date is not given, insert the

smallest I5 under project start date and the ES of the

initial activitie s.
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Theorern 4-2: If condition C-2 hoIds, then the Algorithrn A-2 will

assign unique latest times to all jobs in P.

Proof: Since this is sirnilar to the proof of the part Z of the

Theorern 4- 1, the proof is ornitted.

Tableau Method T -Zz

1. Same as step I of. A-2.

Z, This step can be surnrnarized as:

Itl
f - - --> rnin LS

3, Cornpute: LS = LI. - ET on the sarrre row.

4, Sarne as step 4 of. A-2.

Proof: Again, this is sirnilar to the one presented for T - l.

Total float and critical paths,

Definition 4-l: For any activity j, the total float is defined as:

TF(j) = LSU) - ES(j) (uq. 4-6)

Theorern 4-3: For any activity j, the total float is equal to

TF(j)=LI.U)-EFU) (eq. 4-7\

Proof : The proof is trivial.

Frorn (eq. 4-6), one can write:
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rFu) =LS(j) -ESU) +o

= i,s(j) - ES(j) + ET(j) - ET(j)

= [re(j) - Er(j)] - [ES(j) - Er(j)]

= Lr.(j) - EF.(j) e. E. D. (eq. 4-8)

Tableau Method T-3: For each row, compute:

TF=LF-EF

and store the result on the same row under colurnn TF.

Proof: Sarne as step 3 of T-1. Remaining on the sarrle row, all

entries correspond to the same activity.

Definition 4-2: Any activity j with zero total float is called a

critical activity.

Definition 4-3: Any directed chain composed of critical activities

alone is cal1ed a critical path. (A directed chain was defined in

Chapte r II unde r Definiti on Z -2. I

Theorern 4-4: If condition C -Z is satisfied,

1. Every critical activity in P except the initial and final

activities rnust have at least one critical prerequisite

and one critical postrequisite.

Z. If there is one critical activity in P, then, there rnust be

at least one critical path joining one critical initial
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P roof:

activity and one critical final activity.

I, Suppose that the theorem is false. Then, there exists

a critical activity j such that none of its prerequisites

i is critical, that is i belongs to the subset P. (ili*;) of
J

set P, Since j is a postrequisite of i, it can be written

frorn (eq, 4-4) that:

r,s(j ) > LF(i) (eq. 4-9'l

Also, since j is a critical activity, while i is not, one

can write f rom Definition 4-Z::

TF(i) > O

or, using (eq. 4-7).:

(eq. 4- l0)

LF(i) - EF(i) > o (eq. 4-11)

For the critical activity j (Definition 4-Z) gives:

o = LSU) - ES(j) < Lr(i) - Er(i) (eq. 4-IZl

Cornbining (eC. 4-9) and (eq. 4-lZ),

LSU) - ES(j) < LI.(i) - EF(i) < LSU) - EF(i) ("q. 4- 13)

which reduce s itself to:

ES(j ) > EF(i) (eq. 4-t4)

which is the direct contradiction to (eq. 4-Z\ by which

ES(j) for any activity is defined. Hence, at least one pre-

requisite of j is critical. Sirnilar argurnent using
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(eq. 4-4) will prove that there rnust be at least one post-

requisite of j which is also critical. The proof follows

mutatis rnutandis the converse of the above proof,

Z, If there is any critical activity in the project P, the

induction used with the above theorern rnust eventually

establish one initial and one final activity which are both

critical. From our definition of the critical path (Defi-

nition 4-3) the directed chain connecting the initial critical

activity to the final critical activity rnust forrn a critical

path.

Most critical activity and rnost critical path.

Definition 4-4: When a project has no critical path, the difference

between the given project duration }' and the actual required project

duration n (corresponding to the difference between the rnaxirnurn EF

of all activities in P and the project start date) is called project slack

tirne (SL).

Definition 4-5: The rnost critical activity is defined as any activity

total float of all activities in P.having rninirnurn

Theorern 4-6: Every projectF satisfying condition C-2, has either

a critical activity or a most critical activity.
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P roof : Straight-forward.

Theorern 4-'7; Under condition C-2, if. a project has no critical path:

l, Every rnost critical activity e:<cept the initial and final

activities has at least one rnost critical activity as a pre-

requisite and at least one ntost critical activity as a post-

re qui s ite .

Z, There rnust be at least one initial and one final rnost

critical activities,

3, The rninirnurn total float of all rnost critical activities is

equal to the project slack tirne (SL),

Proof : Proof is similar to the one presented for Theorern 4-4.

t. Suppose that the theorern is fa1se. Then, there is a rnost

critical activity j (other than the initial) suchthat none of

its prerequisites i is rnost critical. Then, since j is a

postrequisite of j:

r,s(j) > LF(i)

Since j is most critical but i is not:

(eq. 4- l5)

o<TF(j) <TF(i) (eq.4-16)

which can be cornbined with (eq. 4-15) to yield:

ES(j ) > EF(i) (eq. 4- l8)
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which is again a contradiction to the definition of ES.

Therefore, at least one prerequisite of j rnust be rnost

c ritical.

The sarne proof may be repeated for the

consider the theorern to be fa1se, there must be

postrequisite k to the critical activity j.

ES(k) r< EF'(j)

Since j is rnost critical, while k is not:

TF(k) > TF(j)

OI,

postrequisite. If we

a non-rnost-critical

(eq.4-19)

(eq.. 4-20)

LS(k) -ES(k) > Lr.(j) -EFU)

which can be cornbined with (eq. 4-I9l to yield:

r,s(k) -EF(j) >LF(j) -EF(j)

This becomes:

(eq. 4-Ztl

(eq. 4-zz)

which contradicts the definition of LF:

LF(j) = Min LS(k)

(eq. 4-Z3l

(eq. 4-4],

Therefore, the theorern rnust be right and the activity j rnust have a

rnost critical postrequisite k.

Z. Let j be any most critical activity in P. Frorn theorern

above, it has at least one rnost critical postrequisite, s&y

"j*t. Since "j*r t" also rnost critical, there rnust be

fall k
/in s.\.J
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another rnost critical activity which is its postrequisite.

Eventually, one final activity will be chosen as a rnost

critical activity. In a sirnilar rnanner, one can prove that

there exists at least one rnost critical activity arnong the

initial activities,

3, Since the project slack tirne was defined as SL = L - rl

(eq. 4-24\ where 11 is the EF of the rnost critical final

activity (rnaxEF is chosen f rom all final activitiest EFts)

corresponding to zero project start date, the rnost critical

final activity must have TF = SL which is the rninirnum TF

cornmon to all rnost critical activities.

Theorem 4-8: A project P rnust have at least one critical path,

or one rnost critical path, if it satisfies C-2.

Proof: Frorn Theorern 4-6, P rnust either have a critical activity or

a rnost critical activity. If it has a critical activity, it will have a

critical path frorn Theorern 4-4, if. it has a rnost critical activity,

then it rnust have a rnost critical path frorn Theorern 4-7.

Job tirne s calculations.

Definition 4-6: The End tirne (E) for an activity is defined as the

earliest of all the ESrs of its postrequisites.
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Algorithrn A-3:

1. Calcu1ate all ESrs of the postrequisites k of the activity j,

using Algorithrn A- I.

Z, Compute:

(eq, 4-Z5l

(eq. 4-z6l

Tableau Method T-4:

l. Compute all ESf s of the prerequisites of the activity on

row j, using T-1.

Z, Find the smallest ES corresponding to the postrequisites

of the activity on row j.

ft--1e
ll

m.n ES+___ \

3. Frorn the E found as the srnallest ES, subtract ET of the

row j, to cornpute B,

Theorern 4-9: The Begin tirne (B) is thelatest tirne an activity can

E(j) = Min ES(k)

J"tt r
G'sj

where S, is the postrequisite subset of P:

S. (klt * j).
J

3. Cornpute: B(j) = E(j) - ET(j)

be initiated without influencing the float of another activity.
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P_1orcf: Suppose the theorern is false. Then we can start an activity

j at time B(j) + t. The end tirne corresponding to the new start tirne

will be

BU) +t+ET(j) =E(j) +t (eq. 4-Z7l

This is contrary to the assurnption made by (.q. 4-25). Sirnilarly,

the converse can be proven by showing that B(j) - t will yield an in-

dependent float of t between j and its postrequisites.

Event tirne s calculations

Definition 4-7: The maximum of the Lf'of all the prerequisites of an

activity is called Initiation tirne (I) or earliest guaranteed starting

time.

Algorithrn A-4:

I. Find all LF of the prerequisites of j using A-2.

Z. Cornpute:

(eq. 4-27)

Tableau Method T-5:

t. Find all LF of the prerequisites of the activity on row j

by using T-2.

I(j) = Max LF(i)
{^t i
G, "j

such that Pj (j lj*i)
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Z. Find I as:

Theorern 4-I0: The Initiation tirne (I) is

activity can start even

their LF tirne.

Proof : Obvious f rom Definition 4-7.

Defintiion 4 - 8:

I

the earliest tirne and

if all its prerequisites are not cornplete until

of EFrs of all its

The earliest event tirne

p re requi site s.

V is defined as the latest

Definition 4-9:

of I-Srs of aII its

Algorithm A-5:

The latest event

po strequi site s .

tirne W is defined as the earliest

EFts of the p re requisite s using A- l.

I-Srs of the postrequisites using A-2.

EF(i) (eq. 4-28)

1. Cornpute all

Z. Cornpute all

3. Cornpute:

v(j )

the

the

= Max
Gni
1i., P.

J

= Min
I"tt i
1in s.!1

,(-- -"1> rnaxLF

lli

4. Cornpute:

w(j) r.s(j) (eq. 4-?,9)
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where P. and S. are the prerequisite subset of activity j

and the postrequisite subset of the prerequisites of the

activity j,

Definition 4-10: Independent Float (IF) is defined as:

rF(j) =B(j) -r(j) (eq. 4-30)

Tableau Method T-6: Subtract I value frorn B value on the sarne row

and write the difference under IF on the sarne row.

Theorem 4-ll: Independent Float is the inierval of tirne that an

activity can be moved without influencing i;ne float tirne of any other

a ctivity.

Proof: Proof is based on Definition 4- 1J, Theo rern 4-9 and Theorem

4- 10.

Graphical Realizations of CPS Tableau

Frorn the nurnerical values obtained irorn the CPS Tableau

the construction of either a bar chart, or a tirne chart is a rather

simple rnatter. The descriptions and the definitions of these graphi-

ca1 methods were given in Chapter II, and the detailed procedure for

the realization is described in Chapters VI and VII,

A11 the critical activities are known f rorn the tableau, since

they all have zero TF. If desired, the chain rnethod can be applied
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to construct a directed chain with no project slack (SL), i. e. the

critical path. Thus, there is no longer a need to graphically deter-

mine the critical paths.

Refe rence s

Many of the theorerns and proofs for Chapters III and IV were

adopted mutadis rnutandis f rorn the article written by Levy,

Thornpson, and wiest of the carnegie rnstitute of rechnology (30,

p. 366-378l.. Bergers book has an interesting appendix dealing with

Transport Problerns (1, p. zz7 -237), while Galliher f rorn MIT has

a chapter on Production Scheduling (27, p. ZII-ZZ7 ) based on

operations Research techniques. Though the analysis of their

approaches and the resulting applications to'CPS is well beyond the

scope of this thesis, they provide challenging topics for further re -

search.

The rnost cornprehensive treatrnent of Prirnal-DuaI algorithrn

and labeling technique is in the book written by Ford and Fulkerson

(rzl, A rnore superficial knowledge concerning both Fulkersonrs and

Kelleyrs approach can be gained by reading Roper's article in the

AIIE Journai (35).

For the uninitiated to cPS there are numerous books and

articles to read. There is a "prograrnrned introduction to pERT. by

Federal Electric for those who prefer a prograrnmed approach.
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However, the Riggs and Heath rnanual (34) is recornrrrended for its

self -teaching cornprehensive approach.
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CHAPTER V

COST ANALYSIS: TABLEAU METHOD

The tableau rnethod as established in Chapter III and Chapter

IV i s st ri ctly a tirne -analysi s te chnique. Howeve r, the CPS analysi s ,

as was discussed in Chapter I, should be an overall rnanagernent

technique of which tirne analysis is just a too1. The first refinernent

of PERT/tirne was the developrnent of PERT/cost by NASA (39, p. 84),

while one of the first uses developed frorn CPM was MCX (29), the

rninirnurn cost expenditure techniques,

In applying critical path techniques to cost analysis, both

KelLey (ZZl e.nd Fulkel'son (14) adopted the prirnal-dua1 algorithrn

developed in the fietd of linear prograrnrning. The prirnal problern is

a set of restrictions irnposed on activities by their lower bound tirne

values (crash tirnes) and upper bound tirne values (norrnal tirnes).

The objective function is the project utility function which is the surn

of each activity tirne tirnes the associated "cost slope. " The cost

slope is a linear approxirnation of the actual cost variation based on

norrrral tirne and cost, and crash tirne and cost, The dual of this

problern is solved by the "labeling" technique.

This rnethod was successfully used to generate tirne-cost

curves in a digital cornputer prograrn for CPS. Unfortunately, it was
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too tedious for rnanual application.

Fondahl (12) adopted the techniques for rnanual approach, by

using six sets of rnatrices, tables, and graphs, The cost curve used

by this approach is sti1l a linear approxirnation of what is actually a

very nonlinear function, Using his approach, one point on the cost-

curve is generated at a tirne, using several iterations,

Riggs and Heath (35) are the first to present a piece-wise

linear approach of approxirnating cost slope applied to a rnanual

rnethod. However, it still required iteration approach for each point

on the tirne-cost curve.

CPS Approach

The obvious advantage of a rnanual rnethod as cornpared to a

rnachine prograrnrned rnethod of solution lies in the control that the

operator has at each step of analysis or synthesis. This advantage

is utilized rnost efficiently when a graphical technique is applied.

This is precisely the reason which rnade CPS such a successful tool

fo r rnanagernent decision rnaking. The graph should provide at once

an indication of the rnathernatically rnost advantageous solutions,

the 'rleeways" which are available to the prograrnrner, and the oppor-

tunity for hirn to

The tirne

tool. It showed

override rnathernatical restrictions if he so desires.

chart developed in CPS tirne analysis was such a

the rnathernatically optirnurn solution, the arnount of
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float available, and the possibility for the planner to override these

re strictions by artificially displacing event tirne s (rnile stone re -

porting), cornpressing activities, etc., .

Another exarnple is the rrlanpower diagrarn shown in

Chapter II where other irreducible factors were taken into account.

The obvious solution to a fiIanual rnethod for cost analysis

would then be to find a graphical tool incorporating the three pre-

viously rnentioned qualitie s.

The above argument tied in with Kelley-Fulkersonrs "DuaI"

approach should be rnore than adequate to rnake anyone farniliar

with electrical engineering circuit theory to suggest the concept of

"dual circuit" (I9, p. 128-133).

The procedure used in cost analysis using the tableau tech-

nique and the rrdualrrnetwork is shown on Figures 5-l and 5-2.

Tirne -Cost Curve

A cost can be attributed to every project. Usually this cost

is a function of the total tirne duration of the project. Total cost is

usually broken down into two elernents: direct and indirect costs.

The direct cost is associated with each job and usually varies in-

versely to the tirne spent on the activity. A typical direct cost rnay

include such expenses as the salary paid to the nurnber of employees

used in the activity, the cost of equiprnent used to accornplish the job,
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Figure 5-1. Inforrnation flow in CPS cost analysis.
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the additional fees associated with rnaterials, energies, and special

skills needed to meet the deadline, etc. The indirect cost, on the

other hand, varies in direct relationship with the total project dura-

tion, This may include adrninistrative expenses, Iiquidated dam-

rnages, including bonuses and penalties, and other external costs, A

typical time-cost curve is shown on Figure 5-3. One of the objec-

tives of CPS cost analysis is to construct a time-cost curve which

corresponds to the minirnurn project cost, Moreover, it is usually

desirable to be able also to construct a tirne chart that will actually

yield such minirnurn total cost for any tirne duration.

The indirect cosl is intrinsically external to individual activi-

ties, and can be norrnally obtained independently of the actual

scheduling of jobs.

The direct cost, on the contrary, is directly associated with

each activity, and rnay be continuous or discrete. Figure 5-4 shows

four examples of direct cost curve approxirnated by two-segrnent

(dotted line) piecewise linear curve. S stands for all-sIow, N stands

for Norrnal, and C stands for all-crash schedule.

Tableau Method

The steps used in a cost analysis are shown in

and 5-2, and explained in the exarnple of Chapter VII,

direct cost curve can be approxirnated by a piecewise

Figures 5-l

Though the

Iinear curve
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Total Project Cost

di re ct Co st

Total Direct Cost

Tirne
opti*cost

Schedule

Project Duration

Figure 5-3, Tirne-cost curve.
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with any nurnber of segrnents, both Figure 5-Z and exarnple in

Chapter VII use two-segrnent approxirnation which is sufficiently ac-

curate for rnost practical cases.

Data: Aside from the usual activity and restriction lists, time and

direct cost information for all-slow, rnost 1ikely, and aII-crash

cases is needed. The indirect cost figure is not needed until Phase

II, but may be obtained together with the above information,

Phase I. Frorn the all-slow time data, a tableau is con-

structed. Additional priority inforrnation is also given on the side,

together with time available for shortening Ty where i is the order

of priority, and C.rs the cost-slope for such shortening. The

priority is the order of preference for cutting activities to shorten

the activity duration, For exarnple, float should be given the first

priority, since it costs nothing to cut (shorten) a float. second

priority corresponds to the linear approxirnation between the al1-

slow and rnost likeIy schedule for the particular activity. Third

priority is associated with the second linear segrnent between the

rnost likely to aII -crash schedule. However, if there is any over-

riding preference for any particular rnethod of shortening, this rnay

be indicated by giving lower priority order. For exarnple, one rnay

not wish to use a portion of float unless absolutely necessary. In

such a case this portion of the float rnay be given third order priority
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even though its cost will be lower than other possible 'rcuts.rl

This inforrnation rnay then be incorporated into a tirne chart.

A special syrnbol is used to differentiate the order of priority of

various cuts, as shown in the exarnple of Chapter VII.

Phase II. In this phase, the dual network of the first time

chart, called prirnal, is constructed. The rnethod of construction is

trivial to those farniliar with electric circuit theory. Figures 5-5a,

5-5b, and 5-5c illustrates the procedure described below. However,

reference to Chapter VI is recornrrlended.

l. Identify all possible cutsl express thern in sorne corrrmon

units such as hours, days, weeks, etc.

Z. Identify the spaces divided by lines in the prirnal circuit;

they rnay be horizontal lines indicating activities or

vertical lines indicating events. Each of these spaces

will becorne an event for the dual network.

3. Connect the dual events by dual activities which corre-

to possible cuts in the prirnal network. One unit of cut

corresponds to one dual activity.

4. Wherever there is a durnrny connection in the prirnal

network, use a durnrny to connect the events in the dual

circuit. It does not rnatter which way the arrow is

pointed, but once a convention is adopted, it rnust be

used consistently. It rnust also coincide with the rrflowtl
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Figure 5-5a. Prirnal time chart.

C1 C2.C3

83 .Bn BS BO B7 Bg Bg
t- - F--l --l-- t--t--t--

Figure DuaI construction.
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of activities in the new network.

5, Each unit of cut or dotted lines in the prirnal network

rnust be cut orthogonally by an activity or dummy in the

dual network. The schematic for the dual will be 90o frorn

the prirnal circuit.

6. Each activity in the dual network is labeled in order of

preference, e. g. B, is the most preferred cut, Ba is the

second most preferred, etc. . . . It is also helpful to

rnark the cost associated with such a cut, e. g. B, ($0) =

no cost to cut B, since it is a float. 'Where there is no

particular preference, the cut is numbered in order of

increasing cost. If the cost is sarne, the nurnbering is

a rbit ra ry.

After the dual circuit is constructed, the procedure is to in-

vestigate a path in the dual network which has the lowest cost associ-

ated with it. In the case of exarnple shown on Figure 5-5, Path BtAt

is obviously the cheapest if the project is to be shortened by one day

only ($0 + $50). The path B .CZD, would be cheaper ($0 + $40 + $0)

but C, means that C, must be used before C, can be used. This is

the effect of the priority of all-s1ow to rnost likely over rnost likely

to all-crash in this particular case. It is obvious that each path rnust

be independent of any other, since no cut can be used twice. There-

fore, no portion of one path rnust be used by another.
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The final product of Phase II is the tirne-cost curve con-

structed by cornbining the indirect cost data with the total direct cost

calculated by adding the optirnurn cut value of dual path frorn the all-

slow total direct cost. Again it is recornrnended that the reader

refers to Chapter VII for an actual example.

Phase III. From the tirne-cost curve obtained in Phase II,

the optimum cost for the project is available for any project duration.

The decision should be made as to which schedule is most suitable,

This can be based on amount of budget available, time available,

project slack time desired, completion date, etc. . . Once the

schedule is decided, then the cuts used to obtain this particular

schedule is obtained frorn Chapter II and used to modify the activity

estirnated time accordingly. The tableau is constructed based on

these data. The tirne chart can be drawn for further management

use,
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CHAPTER VI

EXAMPLE: CPS TABLEAU

Ivory tower PERT

Too often, PERT specialists not directly involved in
the job do the planning. So the network reflects an
ideal situation, doesnrt allow for rrextenuating circurn-
stances, rr Result: rigid, unworkable networks,
(ll, p. 94l,.

Techniques developed in previous sections may very well be

called "paP"r tigers" if they fail to solve actual industrial engineering

problems. Unfortunately, due to the lack of time, the Tableau and

Dual-Network technigues have never been actually ernployed. The

best one can do under such a circurnstance would be to present a

rnost realistic sirnulated exarnple and to await the judgernent of

readers as to their practicality.

Example Problem

Let us suppose that there is a rnanager who is in charge of a

certain industrial operation. Traditionally, this particular operation

used to take approxirnately 30 working days and cost about $14,280.

Let us further assurne that rnany activities of this operation require

a certain piece of equiprnent and only one such piece is available.

On the other hand, the rnanpower is rather flexible due to the
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diversified nature of this corrrpany.

The rnanager feels that there is a bottleneck caused by the

use of the equipment, and that the project duration can be sholtened

considerably if activities are scheduled properly.

He analyze the operation andbreaks itdown into 12 activities,

which he calls, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, and L. Their

estirnated times are respectively Z, 3, 4, 6, Z, 4, 6, Z, 3, Z, 3, and

4 days. Only activities A, C, D, G, and L require tlr.e equiprnerrt,

but it seems as though other activities are always waiting for the

cornpletion of these particular activities to get finished. He then

analyzes the relationships and colrre out with the following restric-

tions.

A rnust be finished before B or C can start.
B rnust be finished before I can start.
C rnust be finished before D, E, or G can begin.
D rnust precede H and I.
E rnust be cornpleted before F.
F rnust be finished before K and L.
G befo re K and L.
H before J.
I before J.
J before L.
K and L are the last activities.

A rnan is put in charge of finding the direct and indirect

costs associated with the present setup and to estirnate what would

happen if each activity were shortened or lengthened.

Meanwhile, the rnanager decides to apply the CPS Tableau

to the data he already has available.
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Arrow Network

The rnanagerrs first interest is to find the effect of the equip-

rnent (e) which rnust be shared by the five activities A, C, D, G, and

L. He decides therefore to construct the arrow network of the pres-

ent ope ration.

The precedence rnatrix is filled in using the inforrnation

given above, i. e. :

Activity Postrequisites Estirnated Tirne (Days)

A* B,C
B*I
C* D,E,G
D* H,I
E*F
I'* K, L
G*K,L
H*J
I*J
J* L
K
L

Figure 6-I. Ac[ivity and restriction list.

The corresponding rnatrix is shown on Figure 6-2, page99

To find connections which rnust be rnade with durnrnies, the

Tableau Matrix Method M-2, developed in Chapter II is applied.

This is essentially conducted in three steps.

Z

3

4
6

Z

4
6

z
3

Z

3

4



Project Start Date
o

Activities ES+ ET=EF A ts c D E F G H I K L LF -ET s E ET= B tt It
z A 7( A 2 2
3 B \ / B 3 3
4 c d c 4 4
6 D '4 D 6 6
2 E E 2 2
4 F g F 4 4
6 G c 6 6
2 H H 2 2
3 li I 3 3

2 \ r J 2 2
3 K K 5 3
4 L L 4 4

A B c D E F G H I K L Proiect End Date

Figure 6-2: Tableau with Raw Data

Project Start Date
oActivities E S=ET= EF A B C D E F G H K L LF -ET LS E ET B IF t!

z A A 2 2
3 B B 3 3
4 c z c 4 4
6 D D D 6 6
2 E E 2 2
4 F I F 4 4
6 C V G 6 6
2 H H 2 2
3 I I 5 3
2

J 2 2
J K K 3 3
4 L L 4 4

A B C l) E ! G H K L / Project End Date

Figure 6-3: Tableau with Dummy Notations
\0
\o
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1, Check rows for rnore than one / in the same row.

Z. For each of these rows found in step 1, cornpare the

colurnns containing the /'s.

3, If there are/'s in any of these colurnns which are not also

contained in the other colurnns, then place D rnarks on

its / on the original row.

The mark D should serve as a rerninder to use a durnrny when

the network is contructed using that particular connection.

The rows A, C, D, F, and G contain respectively Z, j, Z,

andZ lts. However, if we cornpare colurnns B and C, corresponding

to the lts of. the row A, we notice that they are identical as far as /rs

are concerned. Therefore there need be no durnrny connection f rorn

A. Similar rernarks can be rnade for colurnns D, E, G of Row C.

On the other hand, when we check row D, we notice that colurnn I

has a / at row B which is not cornrnon to column H, Therefore, the

connection D * I should be made with a durnrny.

Sirnilarly we rnark P at F * L and G * L because of. tk,e I

in colurnn L at row J, not contained in colurnn K. The resulting

rnatrix is shown on Figure 5-3, page 99.

In order to construct an arrow network frorn the Tableau, the

rnanager has two prerogatives. He can either follow the chain rnethod

or calculate the sequence priority.

If the chain rnethod is chosen, a possible sequence for the
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I. A-B-I-J-L

Z, A.C-E.F-K

At the completion of

should appear as on Figure

t0l

step Z, the matrix and the arrow network

6-4a and 6-4b.

Figure 5-4a. Chain
method, step l.

3. A-C.G-K

lrigure 6 -4b. Cl,ain
metiroci, s iei: l.

a durnmy between D and I.

dumrny between F and L.

4. A-C -D-H.J.L

5. A-C-D. . . I-J-L using

6. A-C-E-I'... L using a

At this stage, every I in

and one horizontal line segrnent

cornplete.

the rnatrix has at least one vertical

joining it and the arrow network is

A
B

c
D

E

F

G

H
I

L
K
L

D

E

L
G

H
I

L
K
L

:
}.
.t,i
II
:)



d+ +A
B+ +B
Q+ +Q
D*
f,+
F+ +F

f+ +I
J+ +J
K+

t0z

Figure 6-5a. Final step.

The order in which the

for the appearance of the final

work representation is shown

Figr..re 6-5b. Chain rnodel,
st.- -: Z.

chains are taken is irrelevant except

results. Another example of the net-

on Figure 6-5c.

Lr'------__..Ir

-.-----=-)

Figurc:6-Sc. Arrow network.

Studying the arrow network, the rnanager notes that activities

A, c, D, G, and L require the use of the equipnrent E. This rrreans

that these activities cannot be concurrent. Figure 6-5 shows that

activities G and D can both start when the activity C is cornpleted.

The rnanager feels that he has pinpointed one of the bottlenecks of the

operation. Before going any further with his analysis, he decides
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temporarily that activity G has the priority on the use of equiprnent

€ over activity D. A new arrow network is constructed as shown on

Figure 5-6.

As sha1l be seen later, if the manager was to compute the

project duration using the arrow network of Figure 6-6, he would

have come up with z7 days, If he is able to follow this p1an, he would

have saved three days off the conventional schedule, realizing a

profit of at least $gOO counting the indirect cost to be $3OO per day,

using the indirect cost date on Figure 7-1 which will be available to

him in Chapter VII.

Figure 6-5. Arrow network for equipment allocarion.

Equipment Allocation

What is the effect of having equiprnent e on the rnatrix?

Figure 6-3 is reproduced as Figure 5-T by inserting letter e

on the diagonal corresponding to activities requiring the use of the

equipment.

In order to limit the use of the equiprnent by one activity at

a time, it is necessary that all activities requiring the equipment is

contained in one single chain.
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Figure 6 -7. Matrix fo r
equiprnent a1lo cation.

I'igure 6-8. Loop

The consideration of Figure 6-7 yields at least two possibil-

ities A-C-D-G-L, or A-C-G-D-L, though there are also other

possible chains,

A chain on a matrix is represented by a sequence of horizontal

and vertical line segments joining a / with the rnain diagonal alter-

nately, forrning a zig-zag pattern connecting the initial activity of the

project to the final.

If a chainA-C-D-G-L is constructed, it must have a I at

D * G to be able to forrn this ztg-zag (or staircase) pattern. Un-

fortunately, when this is accornplished, there results a closed loop

C-D-G, since G can be reached either directly or through D. Only

path C-D-G is of interest sothe connectiongoingdirectlyfromCto G

rnustbe rernoved, This canbe effectedby taking o:ut I at C*G, or cross-

ing it out. Figure 6-8 shows this process. This resulting rnatrix



Figure 6-9. Matrix for
equiprnent allocation ( I ).

The sequence priority is

total number of descendants, or

each activity. If the network is

activity and eventually finishing

105

F(2)
Figure 6-10. Arrow network for

equiprnent allo cation ( I ).

established by counting either the

the total number of antecedents for

to be constructed from the initial

with the final, the construction should

and the equiprnent chain is shown on Figure 6-g, together with its

corresponding arrowl network. The construction of the arrow net-

work can be done either by the chain rnethod, or by the sequence

priority. since chain rnethod has already been used to construct

the first arrow network on Figure 5-5, the sequence priority rnethod

will be described next.

start with the activity with the Iargest number of descendants, i.e.

the total number of activities which will not be able to start unless

this activity was cornpleted should be larger than that of any other

activity in the network, followed by the construction of activities with
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decreasing nurnber of descendants, and ending with an activity or

activities with no descendants. This procedure is followed in the

construction of Figure 5-10, The nurnber between parenthesis on the

side of an activity indicates that nurnber of descendants. Figure 5- 11

shows how the nurnbers of descendants were found by counting the

total nurnbet of. /t s in each row, and how the nurnbers of antecedents

were found by counting the total nurnberof. lrs in each column.

No. of descendents:
tl

3

9
6

3

Z

2

z
z
I
0

0

i.tro. of antecedents:

Figure 6-lI. Antecedence rnatrix.

The construction f rorn the final activity is possible in a

similar rnanner, if the sequence of priority will follow the decreasing

nurnber of antecedants,

The choice of the chain A-c-G-D-L, yields the arrow network

which the rnanager has obtained previously on Figure 6-5. The cor-

responding rnatrix is shown in Figure 6-lZ. The chain corresponding
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to the equiprnent is also rnarked.

..1{,

._B
+Q
+D
*E
+p
+Q1

*H
*I
+J
+l(
.+L

Figure

Times

6-lZ. Matrix for equipnrent allocation (2)'

Boundary

The preference of schedule, at this stage at 1east, is based

on the tirne required to cornplete the project for which the schedule

was designed.

This information can be obtained by cornputing the start and

finish times frorn the Tableau. Though only the earliest tirne ca1-

culation is needed to obtain the Project End Date, latest tirne rnay

also be cornputed. This has two advantages; first as a rnethod to in

sure that there is no rnistake (the earliest and latest start tirne of

the initial activity rnustboth be 0), and second to be able to locate

the critical paths and total floats.

F

H
I

In reference to the flow diagrarn of Figure 3-I of Chapter III,
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it is noted that both estirnated tirnes and restriction list have been

incorporated into the Tableau which is ready to be processed for

earliest and latest tirnes, For each row representing an activity,

the instruction is followed to find its earliest time which is the latest

of all earliest finish tirnes of all its prerequisities. The earliest

finish time is found for each activity by adding the earliest start time

to its estimated time. The process is continued until all ea,rliest

times are found. Then, using the Project End rirne calculated,

which is 22, the latest times are cornputed. Latest finish tirnes are

found by looking for the earliest of all the latest start tirnes of the

postrequisite activities. The latest start tirne is found by sub-

tracting the estimated time f rorn the latest finish time. 'Then, the

difference between the earliest start and latest start, or earliest

finish and latest finish times are cornputed to yield the total floats.

The results of this operation on Matrix Figure 6-g is shown on

Figure 6-14, The algorithrns and the practical rnethods for deter-

mining the earliest and latest times are shown on Figure 5-15, while

the Tableau for the Matrix Figure 6-lz is shown on Figure 6-16.

The results obtained by the two tableaux are rather edifying

to the manager. First, he observes that his rhunchr that the equip-

ment was holding up other activities was right. In both rableaux

6-14 and 6-15, the activities requiring the use of the equipment are

all critical activities with zero f\oat. Second, he also observes that



/nPrcject Start Date

l .Elr.E l=tf I A B c D E F G H I K L LF-ET=LS E-ET=B I IF TFz A A z 2
3 B B 3 3
4 c e c 4 4
6 D

E

5 D 6 6
2 E 2 2
4 F F 4 4
6 G L G 6 6
2 H H 2 2
3

\
I 3 3

2 J J 2 z
3 K K 3 3
4 L 'e,. L 4 4

Date
A B c D E F G H K L ,/ Project End

Figure 6-1 3. Tableau with Raw Data

o
\o

oActivities EST ET=EI A B c D E F G H I K L LF-ET=LS E T=B I IF TF
o 2 2 A a A 2 2 U 2 U
2 3 5 B B T3 3 10 3 8
2 4 6 c E c 6 4 2 4 0
6 6 t2 D E D LZ 6 6 6 o
6 2 8 E E t4 2 L2 2 6
8 4 L2 F F 18 4 14 4 6

L2 6 13 G s G 18 6 L2 6 o
LZ 2 t4 H H t6 2 L4 2 2
t2 3 15 I I L6 3 13 3 1
15 2 L7 18 2 16 2 L
18 3 2t K K 22 5 l9 3 I
18 4 22 L 'e L 22 4 18 4 o

A B c D E F G H I l K L 22 ,/ Project End Date

Figure 6-14: Tableau with Equipment Allocation- Case 1
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Algorithrns

ES(j) = Max EF( i)
fall i
li" P.\J

EF(j) = ES(j) +ET(j)

LI'(j) = Min LS(k)

Plt klin S..J

LS(j) =LF(j)-Er(j)

Tableau Methods

rF(j) =LF(j) - EF(j)

Figure 6-15.

max EF + -/
ES + -s.
Ef' = ES + ET for each row

F- -c rr

LS = LF - ET for each row

TF = LF - EF for each row

Earliest tirnes.

c;cct Eird Date

Figure 6-16; Tableau with Equipment Allocation
Case 2
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his choice of giving activity G a priority over.D for the use of the

rnachinery was an unwise one frorn the tirne standpoint. By giving

priority to D over G, he can accornplish the entire project rn ZZ days

instead of.27. Based on the indirect cost of $300 per day, this is a

saving of another $t500, making the total cost $1I, 880.

Tableau

Encouraged by these results, the lnanager decides to forrrru-

late a cornplete schedule for the Tableau of Figure 6-14, by corn-

puting rernaining values of Job Tirnes (i. e. begin tirnes (B) and end

tirnes (E) )and Event time (E) for each activity. The algorithrns

used for these calculations are shown together with their graphical

equivalents on Figure 6-17, while the cornpleted Tableau is shown

on Figure 5- 18.

The event time (I) rnay be used as a rnilestone at which tirne

the supervisor is notified of the cornpLetioir of all subassernblies

needed to undertake a new set of activities. He will inspect the re-

sults of all prerequisite activities and authorize the initiation of new

activities. The begin tirne (B) and the end tirne (E) are set arbitrar-

i1y so that all the independent float will be used before starting a job,

but no interfering float will be ernployed. They indicate the begin-

ning and the end of each job and can be rnoved at the discretion of the

rrlanager within the earliest and latest tirnes.
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Algorithrns

E( j) = Min E6{k)
laII k

1 t' s..J

B(j) =E(j)-Er(j)

I(j) = Max LF(i)
f all i
ti' j

Independent Float: Itr'

Ir'(j)=B(j)-(j)

Tableau Methods

,fr--- - ( p
I

min ES ----\

B = E - ET for each row.

f - - -> rnax LF

IF = B - I foreachrow.

Figure 6-L7, Latest tirnes,



Project Start Date _JOActrvltres I E$FET=EF I A B C D E F G H I J K L LF-ET. LS E-ET=B I IF TF
0 2 z A A 2 2 o 2 zl o ol o o
o 3 5 B B 13 3 10 t2 rr, 2 7 8
2 4 6 c c 6 4 2 6 4l2 I zl o 0
6 6 t2 D D t2 6 6 L2 6 6 [-T o o
6 2 8 E E L4 2 LZ U 2 o b u o
8 4 T2 F F 1U 4 t4 1E 4 L4 L+ U 6

t2 6 18 G G 18 6 t 18 6 t2 t2 o 0
12 ?. IA H H 16 2 15 2 13 t2 t 2
t2 13 15 I T 16 3 13 15 3 t2 t2 0
15 2 t7 J J 18 2 16 18 2 t6 16 o
18 3 21 K K 22 3 t9 22 3 19 L6 L

18 4 22 L L 22 4 18 ZZ 4 18 18 U U
A B D E F G H I K L rrojecl trnd Date
Figule 6-18: Tableau with Float Calculations

Figure 6-19. Bar Chart
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Bar Chart

In order to benefit frorn his studies, the rnanager decides to

apply his new schedule. unfortunately, he does not think that his

ernployees are farniliar with tirne chart, and rnay resent the

introduction of any new rrranagement technique such as cps. on the

other hand, workers are farniliar with the traditional bar chart'

which has been in use for rnany years.

Therefore, the rrlanager decides to construct a bar chart

directly frorn the Tableau. Though he cou1d, if he so wishes, use

floats to cornpensate for any particular condition, the use of B values

for the beginnings of the bars, and E values for the end of the bars,

can directly yield a bar chart which is acceptable. This bar chart

has the advantage that no activity duration has been changed frorn the

conventional schedule (e. g. activity A took two hours in the past,

and is allowed two hours under the new schedule) so that the

workers do not have to work any harder to achieve this saving of

eight days. The bar chart is shown on Figure 6-I9.

Another Possibility for the construction of a bar chart would

be to use I tirnes for the beginning and I + ET for the end of each job.

This will have the effect of accelerating all the activities so that they

will start at the earliest guaranteed start tirnes I.
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Tirne Chart

The construction of the tirne chart frorn the Tableau is a trivial

rnatter. The manager has already calculated the sequence priority

on Figure 6-I1. The same procedure as the construction of arrow

network can be followed for the construction of tirne chart, except

that the tirne scale rnust be followed for the horizontal lengths. The

events rnust be rnarked with vertical lines at the proper tirnes cor-

responding to "I. " These locations rnay be changed anywhere within

the floats to suit individual conditions.

The result is shown on Figure 6-20 which rnay be considered

as the final product of the CPS Tableau.

Figure 6-20. Time Chart
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CHAPTER VII

EXAMPLE: TIME -COST ANALYSF

CPS consists of two phases: scheduling and the
cornputation of the project cost curve. The scheduling
phase, frequently cal1ed arrow-diagrarnrning, pro-
vides a systematic method for rnanagernent to analyze
and schedule very large industrial or construction
projects when coordination between its nurnerous
activitie s is difficult,

After the project has been scheduled, the jobs rnust
be selected which, when shortened or accelerated,
will decrease the project tirne at a rninirrlurr) cost,
The problem is to deterrnine not only which jobs are
to be accelerated but also the order and the arnount
they are to be accelerated (35, p. 5l).

In order to illustrate the application of cPS Tableau and the

Dual Network rnethods to Time-Cost Analysis, the same fictitious

case history of Chapter VI will be analyzed.

Example Problern

The staff member who, by the order of the manager, sought

time-cost inforrnation, brought back two sets of

indirect cost curve as shown on Figure 7-1, and

data. One was the

the other was a

direct cost curve for the l2 activities of interest.

Figure 7 - 1 confirrned the indirect cost estimated previously

by the rrranager to be approxirnately $soo per day. The direct costs
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COST
($)

Project Duration (days)

Figure 7 - l. Indirect cost curve.
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were obtained for three sets of time; all-sIow, corresponding to

the rninirnurn direct cost for each activity; most 1ike1y, the figures

corresponding to the norrnal tirnes used in chapter vI; and all_crash,

the minimum possible time required to accornplish the given activity.

These figures are shown on the table of Figure Z_Z

Direct Cost Table

Al1-S1ow All-CrashActivit
Most Likelv

Tirne Co st

Z

Z

3

4
z
3

4
Z

3

z
3

Z

Z

3

4
6

z
4
6
)
3

2

3

4

z
7

5

8

6

8

8

4
6

z
5

5

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

300
800
800

3200
320
240

r 160
170
360
zl0
330
460

300
lz00
880

3420
440
320

L?60
l9o
5r0
zl0
410
540

300
1410
I 000
3620

440
470

l 600
l9o
510
210
4t0
550

Total 8350 9680 10720

Figure Z _2.

Again, the totar direct cost for the most likely time corre_

sponds with the estimated figure used by the manager for the rough

estimate of total cost in Chapter VI.

The manager is essentiarly interested in three things. First,
he would like to obtain a time-cost curve which wiII enable hirn to

find at once the rninirnum cost required for the project when the
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project duration is deterrnined, second, he wishes to have the

complete schedule for the project tirne duration corresponding to

minimum total cost. Third, he would like to know the schedule he

rnust folIow, if his budget is limited to $ll, ZO0, his completion date

must be by t]ne zznd working day, and if he wishes to start on the

job as late as possible,

The procedure followed to obtain these results is essentially

the one outlines on the flow diagrarn of Figures 5-l and.5-2.

Phase construction of cPS Tableau (using the Estirnated rirnes

Given for A11-slow schedule) Including cut Prioritv Listings.

The construction of the Tableau was described in chapter vr,

The only differences are! 
,

l. the use of all-slow tirnes for estimated activity times.

ET=ET
AS

the addition of cut priority lisiings.

the exarnple, there are a maximurn of three sets of

priorities.

First order priority: Float tirne: To(Co)

where To = Float available

Co = O since it costs nothing to shorten an
activity by cutting its float.

z.

In
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Second order priority: Tl(Cl)

where T. = ET - ETr all - slow rno st likely

", 
- costrnost 1ikely - costau-slow

Tt
forTt+O

Third order priority: T 
Z(CZI

where T^ = ET - ETL l]losE 1lkely all-crash

(- - 
Costall-crash - Costrrrost likelv

\

f.or T, + O

For exarnple, for activity B, it is seen frorn Figure T-2,

ET""=7 ETrrrr=3 ETu.=Z

and

C"" = 800 CrnI = l2O0 C". = 1410.

The refo re,

Tl = 7 - 3 - 4

r 200-800ul = 
-F 

= $100/day = cost slope,

and

Tz= 3 - z - I

", = H# = gzl o/d,ay = cost slope,

If T. = O for any i, Ci is taken to be infinite ( ), regardless of

co st s.

Obviously, it would be unwise to pay for shortening an activity
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when its float is available. On the other hand, an all-slow activity

rnust be shortened to its rnost likeIy tirne before it can be shortened

further to its all-crash schedule, it shoirld be evident that the order

of priority must be respected when shortening an activity, In other

words, all To rnust be used up before T, is to be used, and all T,

rnust be used up before T, can be used.

Figure 7-Z is the CPS Tableau using the all-slow ETrs, to-

gether with Cut Priorities. Again, T indicates the total arnount of

days which rnay be cut under the particular priority. C between

parentheses indicates the respective cost slope.

Phase Construction of Tirne-Cost Curve Usin A11-Slow Schedule

Tirne-Chart and Its DuaI Network.

Frorn the Tableau obtained in Phase I, a time chart may be

constructed for all-slow schedule, as shown on Figure 7 -4. Each

activity rnay be

-

denoted by a cornbination of:

First order priority, or float.

Second order priority.

Third order priority.

A11-crash, or critical job length.

Moreover, each day corresponding to first, second, or third

order cut will be denoted by the activity syrnbol subscripted in order

of cut preference obeying the cut priority, For exarnple, an activity
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M rnay be denoted as:

If M'had one day of float, three
days crash schedule, four days
rnost likely schedule, and six
days all-slow schedule.

where C,s are the cost slopes.

The dual of the time chart is constructed using the same

convention, as shown on Figure'l-5, utilizing only the days which

may be cut, i. e. first order, second. order, or third order cuts.

To find the earliest possible completion date, one can count

the number of independent paths through the duar circuit and sub-

tracting it from the ail-slow project completion date. In the example,

the all-slow schedule is 2g days and the nurnber of all possible in_

dependent paths is rz. Therefore, the crash schedure wil1 be 2g -rz =

l6 days.

In order to obtain the time_cost curve, one need only to

shorten the all-slow schedule by one path of dual circuit (i. e. one

day) at a time so that the cost will be the minimurn for each duration.

Essentially, this means finding a path in the dual circuit with lowest

total cost associated with it, bI trial and error rnethod.

This process is illustrated on Figures z-5, z-5 and rable z_1,

and graphed as the direct-cost curve on Figure 5-g, the surn of the

direct and indirect costs is shown as the totar project cost on the

same graph.

fY,
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Figure 7-5. Dual network.
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#1 Also #4
#61+Lzo)
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#11(+2s0)
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#[q+tzo)

#2I (+50)

Figure 7-5. Dual network showing actually used cut-paths.
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Table 7 -t

Cut No. Cut-Paths Utilized

All-slow

All-slow E ClB1

All-slow, K*t E KZL.

No. 2 6 E1c1L3

No. 3 6 CrB,

No. 4 E EZDtBz

No. 5 E CrB,

No. 6 6 FTGZHtIt

No.7E,rD*n

No. 8 6 FaDgBS

No. 9 E tnrnt.

No. 10 6 E3G3H2I2

No. 11 E E4G4H3I3

(Crash schedule)

Cost Calculation

8350

8350+80+e

8350+4Or8or40+1G

852O+Or5Or1G

8580+80+(E

8660+0+ 1 1O+G

877WLTUE

889Or2Or50+O+5G

901Or20+11O+e

9140f20f100re

9260+20+10OrG

9380'|.30+ lTOrOrSG

9630+3Oi170+ 1O+5e

Direct
Cost

Indirect
Cost

Total
Cost

12350

12130

11920

11680

LL460

11250

11090

11110

11 140

11160

LL28O

11330

1 1590

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

2l

20

L9

18

L7

l6

8350

8430

8520

8580

8660

8770

8890

9010

9140

9260

9380

9630

9890

4000

3700

3400

3100

2800

2500

2200

2100

2000

1900

1800

1700

1600

Note that the original all-crash cost wilI total up to $roJzo. Thus,

for minirnum duration, the saving rnade by using cps is $sso. This

agrees with the sum of unused cuts: 
"5, 

E5, F5, H4, 87, Bg, 89,

BlO, and Bll which is also $g:0. EU = 30, E6 = 30, F5 = 150, H4=
l0' Bz = 100' 88 = lo0, 89 = lO0, Bro = 100, Br, = 210. (30+30+

150+10+100+100+100+lO0+Zl0 = gl9. e. E. D. )
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ThaseIII. construction of cps rableau and rime chart for Desired

Cost or Ds1a1isn.

If the manager wishes to obtain a time chart for the rninirnum

cost schedule, he should construct a cps rableau using ES corre-

sponding to the all-slow estirnated time (ES.") rninus al1 the second.

and third order cuts made on each activity for the project duration

corresponding to the minirnurn total cost (zz days for $l l, ogo). The

corresponding cuts may be found frorn Table 7-i by looking und.er

'rcut utilizedt' column of the tabre for the project duration of. z? days.

The cuts are: Kl, Ll, KZ, LZ,El, Gl, L3, Cl, Bl, E2, D1, E.2, C2,

and Br. The corresponding ETrs for the activities are shortened to

Z, 'l , 3, 7, 6, 8, 7, 4, 6, Z, 3, and 2 for activities A, B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, I, J, K, and L. respectively. The construction of the Time

chart itself is straight forward., as shown on Figure z-g. The cor_

responding time chart is pictured in Figure Z_9,

The CPS Tableau and Tirne Chart are constructed in a similar

manner. The table on Figure 6-7 is consulted for the total cost

which is closest to the budget. Since the budget is $rr,200, the

schedule for l8 days can be chosen for $ll, lg0. However, since the

manager wishes to terrninate his project on the zzrd, working day, the

calculations on the Tableau can be executed backward, starting frorn

the Project End date of. zz. The project start date is then found to be
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4 as expected (ZZ-4 = l8).

The resulting Tableau and tirne chatts are shown on Figures

7-10 and 7-ll respectively.
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Project Start Date /
Activities I Es+Et=Ef I A B c D E F G H I I K L LF-ET=LS E-ET=B I IF TF

4 2 6 A A 6 2 4 6 2 4 4 o o
6 7 13 B B L3 7 6 13 7 6 6 U U

6 3 9 c c 9 3 6 9 3 6 6 o o
9 4 13 D D 13 4 9 13 4 9 9 U u
9 6 15 E E t5 6 9 15 o v v U (,

15 4 l9 F F t9 4 15 t9 4 15 15 o o
13 6 19 G G t9 6 13 t9 6 t3 13 0 0
13 4 17 H H 18 4 L4 13 4 t4 L3

13 5 18 I 18 5 13 18 5 13 L3 o o
18 2 20 2C 2 18 20 2 18 18 0 o
19 3 2L K K 22 3 t9 22 3 19 t9 0 1

N 2 22 L L 21 2 20 22 2 20 20 o o
A B C D E F H K L Project End Date

Figue 7-8: Tableau for Optimum Cost Schedule

Estimated Cost: $11, O9O

Project Duration: 22 days

{,
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Figure 7 -9. Optirnurn-cost schedule.
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Figrne 7-10: Tableau for Limited Cost Schedule
Completion Date: 22r.d, day.
Budget: $11, 2OO

Estimated Cost: $11, 180

(,(,
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CHAPTER VIII

CO NC LUSIONS

The prirnary objective of the CPS Tableau Method developrnent

was to forrnulate an integrated approach to a CPS analysis within the

dornain of Industrial Enginee ring.

The secondary airn was to create a computational aid which

would render CPS analysis within the realrn of rnanual operation.

The use of a standard forrnat, such as the one shown on Figute 4-2,

and a rninirnurn arnount of training, should enable any person to apply

the tableau rnethod effectively with far less effort than would be re-

quired by the conventional algorithms.

Before a newly born technique can be qualified as a tool in

engineering, it rnust satisfy three basic requirernents. First, it

must be mathernatically sound. Second, it rnust be versatile. Third,

it must be universally accepted.

An atternpt was rnade in Chapters III and IV of this thesis to

establish the first requirernent.

There is no need to elaborate on the potential versatility of

the CPS analysis. CPS should be a way of thinking. But it can

achieve this distinction only if it can afford a rnaxirnurn of thinking

with rninirnurn cornputational difficulties. Its potential versatility
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depends only on its acceptance by people in rnany trades. Once the

basic calculations required for a CPS analysis can attain the handi-

ness of a Slide Rule or a Laplace Transforrn, its application will in-

deed be lirnitless.

AIready, CPS has been applied in rnany fields for which its

use was not originally intended, and rnany rnore aPpear appropriate

for its advantageous adoption.

The introduction of decision theory and dynamic prograrnrning

into CPS (2?) could render it rnore suitable for research and develop-

rnent. The introduction of control techniques, especially feedback

theory, will make it a valuable tool in systems analysis. The incor-

poration of the line of balance technique is a step toward becorning an

acceptable production tool (39, p. L64-178).

How far can cPS expand? Already it is conceded to be indus-

tryts finest weapon to cope with the uncertainties of future perfor-

rnance (10, p. 86). Its application apPears to be lirnited only by

the irnagination of its users.
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